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JANUARY Pilot

EMI
Bell

GOODBYE MY LOVE Glitter Band
SUGAR CANDY KISSES
Mac & Katie Kissoon
MS. GRACE Tymes
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE

Polydor
RCA

Gloria Gaynor
Chelsea
MORNING SIDEOFTHEMOUNTAIN
Donny & Marie Osmond
MGM
THE BUMP Kenny
Rak
PLEASE MR. POSTMAN Carpenters A&M
HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT
Trojan
John Holt
RCA
PROMISED LAND Elvis Presley
PURELY BY COINCIDENCE
Pye
Sweet Sensation
EMI
NOW I'M HERE Queen
ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy
Capitol
BLACK SUPERMAN (MOHAMMED ALI)
Johnny Wakelin & The Kinshasa Band Pye
BOOGIE ON REGGAE WOMAN
Tamla Motown
Stevie Wonder
Pye
FOOTSEE Wigan's Chosen Few
SOMETHING FOR THE GIRL
WITH EVERYTHING Sparks
STAR ON A TV SHOW Stylistics
STREETS OF LONDON
Ralph McTell
ARE YOU READY TO ROCK

Island
Asco

Warners
Wizzard
Warners

CBS
PLEASE TELL HIM THAT I SAID HELLO
GTO
Dana
ROLL ON DOWN THE HIGHWAY

Johnny Mathis

29

37

30

44

Mercury
Bachman -Turner Overdrive
31
39 MY EYES ADORED YOU
Frankie Valli
Private Stock
UK
ROCK & ROLL Kevin Johnson
32 26
MAKE ME SMILE ICOME UP AND SEE ME)
33
EMI
Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel
Rak
34 45 MY LAST NIGHT WITH YOU Arrows
Monument
35 19 I CAN HELP Billy Swan
38
YOUR MAMA WON'T LIKE ME-

-

49

38

-

39

29

40

48

41
42

31

43
44

23
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46
47
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43
36
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48

-

49
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50

5

11

10

12

'7

13
14

CBS
STARDUST David Essex
GOOD LOVE CAN NEVER DIE
Magnet
Alvin Stardust
Trojan
23 17 CRYING OVER YOU Ken Boothe
24 28 IT MAYBE WINTER OUTSIDE
20th
Century
Love Unlimited
25 30 YOUR KISS IS SWEET
Tamla Motown
Syreeta
Vertigo
DOWN DOWN Status Quo
26
6
RCA
27 27 SHOORAH SHOORAH Betty Wright
28 32 I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU
21

37

10

-

16

Decca
ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS
Arcade
Elvis Presley

ELTONJOHN_SGREATESTHITS
DJM
Elton John
Ronco
STARDUST Sound Track
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS Mike Oldfield
A&M
THE SINGLES 1969-1973 Carpenters
EMI
SHEER HEART ATTACK, Queen
CBS
DAVID ESSEX David Essex
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST
HITS
CBS
Simon and Garfunkel
WARNER BROTHERS MUSIC SHOW,
Various
Warner Bros Sampler
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Pink Floyd
Harvest
CAN'T GET ENOUGH
20th Century
Barry White
K -Tel
GET DANCING Various
CRIME OF THE CENTURY

Supertramp

2

10

9

14

HISGREATEST HITS,
Engelbert Humperdinck

A&M

BAND ON THE RUN
Paul McCartney and Wings

15

15

16

17

ANDILOVEYOUSO

17

-

Perry Como
SAMPLE CHARLEY PRIDE
Charley Pride
ROLLIN' Bay City Rollers
COP YER WHACK OF THIS

18
19

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

13
21
-

Billy Connolly

19

HIS

-
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-

37
32
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18
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30
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20

35
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12
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40
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-44

-
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Apple
RCA

GREATEST HITS

DONNYDonnyOsmond

11

Bell

12
13

Polydor
MCA
MGM

16
17
18

14
15

19

20
21
22

NOT FRAGILE

Backman -Turner Overdrive
Mercury
MUD ROCK Mud
RAK
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
Simon and Garfunkel
CBS
THE ORCHESTRAL TUBULAR BELLS
Royal Phil Orchestra/ Mike Oldfield Virgin
HERGEST RIDGE Mike Oldfield
Virgin

23
24
25
27

27
2a

Moro

Ca

r

Tamils
Aeenac

~aka

~we'll
glen.

annder
leBand

SA wrapNW
ICK UP THE PIECEAE
5 PBOOGIE
9 BEST OF MY LOVE E./ee
Funk
Werner Bra.
10 SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL Grand
r
Doable BON
16 BUCK WATER Do
LAUGHTER IN THE RAIN Nell
1
wam«Brea.
to
A
PEOPLE
LONELY
24
The SsO-LOB»
11 GET DANCIN' DME
Mldbrd lntzmaema
12 DOCTOR'S OR MRS Carol Douglas
Vail
YOU
ADORED
28 MY ET ES
PebAPock
17 No 9 DREAM John Lennon
Tony Orlando 6 Dawn
18 LOOK IN MY EYES PRETTY WOMAN
6 PLEASE MR POSTMAN Grpenhira
er)

Gpd

Fran

M

~low

.
MANDY Barry
SWEET SURRENDE R John Denver
MGM
MORNING 510E OF THE MOUNTAIN Donny & Made Oamend
B
23 NIGHTINGALE Carole Kin
MGM
13 NEVER CAN SAY GOODBY E Gloria Gaper
Nickel
Wooden
27 LADY sty.
DaoI.OLL 00am Y ou The Best Y ears O My UM)
15

7

21

Zr
30

30
32
31

t

Cabala

Ms Davh
GIRT GET ROUTOF
AR BULLDOG

Jim4Aved

UnNad

MGM

CHAMPAGNE Jlm Stafford

I.M,iDRINKS

Mitt
AWOMAN
NGTOYOU
LLOW TAXI LovRUndwe

208, Canbry

/ONE
OELMANTOWOMA
BELONG
WOMAN
OMAN MAN
ONE MAPaul
A
MTh Odio Coates

LaBelle1pM

Antlab

U.

36

sjl
h
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32
34

ItsX

PresleyR

Joe Cocker
44

Elekta

A5

46
47
48
49
50

Transatlantic
Apple
THE BEATLES 1962-1966, Beatles
BACK HOM E AGAIN John Denver
Victor
MILES OF AISLES, Joni Mitchell
Asylum
Billy Connolly

55
56
26

AIN'T THAT PECUUARDIaimnd Reo

59
60
66

LOVIW YOU MInHe RI perbn
NEVER LET HER GO David G.M.
SALLY G Paul McCartney &

DON'T TAKE OUR LOVE FROM ME
READY Cat Stevens

er
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I

BISTree

Manhattans

Columbl.
A6 Y

5s SAD SWEET DREAMER Sweet Sen.aea

Épyr1sc

EleAtra

Wln

AM*

THIS IS THE MOODY BLUES

Moody Blues
Threshold
'I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU
Donny & Marie) Osmond
MGM

IF

38
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Badman -Turner Overdrive
19 TOLEDO WINDOW 500 -Geary OMer
20 23 SOUVENIRS-Dan F.elabera
21 21 ICAN HELP
Bay Aare
1e
19

-

Ñ

II -Barry Manua,*

13 ALL THE GIRLS IN THE WORLD BEWARE-Wend Furor
13
9 BACK HOME AGAIN-Jot' Denver
14 20 RUFUSI>£D-R ultra laabrtn. CRAY& Khan
BLOOD ON TIE TRACKS
15
Dylan
16 94 EMPTY SKY -Elton Jahn
17 15
OY TOTE WORLD/THEIR GREATEST HITS

RPM/BBC chart
BY: BRITISH MARKET
BUREAU / MUSIC WEEK

Ronsbdt

7 DARK HORSE -Georle
e WAR CHILD-Jethro Tull
5 RELAY ER-Yea
10 NEW 4 IMPROVED-Salmon
11 DO IT (TIL Y MIRE SATISFIED/-B. T. Eapress
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MILES OF AISLES- Jonl MIMIWI

4 HEART LEE A WHEEL
Unda
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-
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31

Victor
Mercury

SMILER Rod Stewart
THE BEST OF BREAD Breed
SOLO CONCERT

FIRE Ohb Players
YOU RE NO GOOD Linda Ron.bdt

LADY MARMALADE
37 ROLL ON DOWN THE HIGHWAY Bachman Turner Overdrive MRrary
39 DON'T CALLUS WELL CALL YOU Saw doel/ Jerry Connie Obit
YG
20 W CY IN TIE SKY WITH DIAMONDS Elton John
Express
49 EXPRESS
49 HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW Olhla Newton -John
AANaG
35 22 STRUTTIN' Billy Proton
36 38 DING DONO LANG DONG George Horan
37 60 POETRY MAN Phoebe Sum
OaK
3a S1 UP IN A PUFF OFSMO[EPolly fl 'yarn
ºneat
39 46 MOV IN' ON Bad Can perry
B
L1/Y
40 47 TO THE DOOR OF THE SUN (ANN Portz Del Sole) Al MarSro
41' 40 HAPPY PEOPLE T.v.pNlons
42 69 MY BOY Elvis
43 54 YOU ME SO BEAUTIFUL/ ITS A SIN WHEN YOU LOVE SOMEBODY
29
30

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
Elton John
DJM
RAINBOW Peters and Lee
Philips
FREE AND EASY Helen Reddy
Capitol
SLADE IN FLAME Slade
Polydor
SHOWADDYWADDY Showaddywaddy Bell
ROCK YOUR BABY George McCras Jayboy
THE BEST OF JOHN DENVER

Rak

CBS
Charlie Rich
SHAME SHAME SHAME
Shirley & Company
All Platinum
GET DANCING Discotex & The
Sex-O-Lettes
Chelsea
SIXTY MINUTE MAN Trammps
Buddah
Bell
LOVE GAM ES Drifters
MY BOY Elvis Presley
RCA
LEGO SKANGA Rupia Edwards
Cactus
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
George McCras
Jayboy
Y VIVA ESPANA Sylvia
Sonet
ONLY YOU Ringo Starr
Apple
THIS MONDAY MORNING FEELING
Tito Simon
Horse
I'M ON MY WAY
Dean Parrish
UK USA
NO. 9 DREAM John Lennon
Apple
MY HEART'S SYMPHONY
Gary Lewis & The Playboys
United Artists

4

9
10

Victor

-

Suzi Qustro
WE LOVE EACH OTHER

2

2
3
5
6
7
e

REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE
Wombles
CBS
'43 29 ROCK ON, David Essex
CBS
44 27 MEDDLE Pink Floyd
Harvest
DAVID LIVE Bowie
45
Victor
BY YOUR SIDE Peters and Lee
46
Philips
47 28
PROPAGANDA Sparks
Island
48
'NOW AND THEN Carpenters
A&M
49 50 PILE DRIVER Status Quo
Vertigo
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BAY CITY'S BOOKED UP

r:

Tour, single, album and

11

NEWSDESK
01-607 6411

BAY City Rollers

are planning

a

major British tour to
begin in April, and
are working on a
new single due for
release on February

WILLI
QUESTION

28.

it will

their own series will
go out on ITV at 4.20
pm on Tuesday April

be called

Bye Bye Baby (Baby
Bye Bye), and a
follow-up album to
Rollin will be released in March.
The first show of

The show

will

all set

TV

hour spot.
There will also be a
"remember" feature with
pop being traced from the
beginning up to the
Rollers.
The show promises to
be of interest to boys as
well as girls. For

1.
be hosted

by the Rollers and they
will play at least three
numbers during the half-

4r:

ALV'IN'S Heartbeats,
exclusively revealed

in

their debut single

on

o

Britain
11

s\

seT

(10) before flying to
Denmark for a short tour
of Scandinavia.
Five days from March
10 have also been set
aside for recording, when
it Is expected a new Alvin

Stardust single and

}

'

g`.&,

WHAT'S that! Nine silver
discs for Sweet Sensation
but they've only had a
couple of singles.
That's right, but Pye
Records managing director Walter Woyda thought
It would be a good Idea if
all the group were given a
silver disc for 251,000 UK

where he has been

orl

topping hit
Dreamer.

Sad

Sweet

Walter Is seen here
handle; over one of the
discs to lead singer
Marcel King. He Is

charity.
Other dates for the
Corporation are: Wood
Centre Colchester (Feb-

ruary 23); Aylesbury,

NYC (24); Madison Club,

);

Top Of The Pops and the
45 show to promote their
new single I'll Take A

nia Rooms, Dunstable
(March 1).
While In Britian they
will also be appearing on

Melody.

Capitol Theatre (21);
Exeter University (22):
Bristol Colston Hall (23);
Leicester De Montfort

year the Drifters have bad a
f Ilse -up. Bill
Change
Fredericks has now been
replaced by Clyde Brown.
They plan to return here In
March when their ors album
la due lar relent.

and Billy Preston flew In
from a recording date In
Rotterdam especially to
see Little Feat.

AND NOW for the greatest
news story In the world
.
Elvis Presley will definitely
not be visiting Britain this
year regardless of what you
may read In your daily
paper. Believe us.

,t

kit

flanked oh the left by
Tony Hatch, who co produced the number.

Black music festival planned
22.

The artists so far booked are Ken
Boothe, K.C. & The Sunshine Band,

The Doyley Brothers, Tito Simon,
Nicky Thomas and Junior English
who will play from 2 p.m. to I1 p. m.

Emperor Rosko and Greg Edwards
are being asked to cnanpere the
festival.
It is also hoped the festivalwlll he
filmed for world-wide distribution.
Tickets will be C2 In advance and
C2.50 at the door, and there will be n
~need bar, souvenir stalls and food.

tr
Y

1

started

who have

tour
be
headlining at London's
Hammersmith Odeon on
March 8.

of

on a six -week

Britain will

Further

one -

fighter

dates are being finalised
for the week commenting

SHOW

PLACES
DDYW ADDY.

`

x

C

ary 8); Market Hall,
Carlisle (10); Drill Hall,
Dumfries (II); Apollo,

)

r.

b

Q

``_ r

1

Glasgow (12 and 13).

r

March 2.
Dates recently fixed
are: Hard Rock. Manchester (February 18);

'

.
'

'

6

..

C

1`

Top Rank Club, Reading

(17); Tiffany's Blackpool
118); Steam Machine,
Stoke - on - Trent (20);

``

-

California Ballroom,

.a

Dunstable (22).

CHART FAILURE
-

os.

b

-

will know that each week we feature a
deliberate mistake
stops you falling asleep
and that last
week's was of course the charts. So for the hundreds who
rang in and anyone else who wants their British Slagle.
February sorted out: 42 (17) Lonely This Christmas, Mud,
Rah; 43 (37) Y Viva Espana, Sylvia, Sonek 44
Ron On
Down The Highway, Rehman Turner Overdrive, !Mercury;
45 My Mr Last Night With Yoe. Arrows
Rat; 46 (40) Je
TAlme Jane Blrklo, Anuc 47 (42) You're The
The Last
M
Everything, Barry White, 20th Cenlsry; First
t8 1-) Stagy
Minute Wan, Trammel, Baddah; 45
We Lore Each Other,
Charlie Rich, Epic; 50 (ta) Gonna Make You A Star, David
Esaea,CaS.
BY now readers

.

SHOW A
who have a new single,
Sweet Music, released
this week are currently in
the middle of their British
tour. Dates so far for the
beginning of . February
are:
Hastings Pler (Febru-

1

(-)

(-)

,

-

Keith Richert!: back stage
in Amsterdam.

THE NEW SINGLE FROM

Chi-Lites on tour

Hall (241: Liverpool THE (hl-IJteu

SINCE their UK trip last

Dutch magazine,

PRESLEY GIG

THE biggest ever soul and reggae
music festival la being planned for the
Alexandra Palace on Saturday March

Royal Albert Hall on February 22.
He Is Karl A. Russell from Venice, California, who
replaces Fleming Williams. Karl was an original
member of the embryonic group five years ago but left
after a year to go his own way.
The Albert Hall concert is In aid of the NSPCC

ine. Hanley (28); Califor-

DRIFTERS BILLED

a

although he denies this.
The following night of
the Warner Brothers
Music Show, Mick Jag.
ger, Keith Richard, Bill
Wyman, Charlie Watts

AN original member of the Hues Corporation has joined
the group In lime for their debut British concert at the

COCKNEY Rebel have
added extra dates to their
forthcoming tour. The full
dates are:

Stadium (25); Manchester Palace (30): Birmingham Town Hall (31):
Heavy Steam Machine,
Hanley (April 1); Leeds
Town Hall (2); Sheffield
City Hall 13); Glasgow
Apollo (6); Edinburgh
Usher Hall (7); Newcastle City Hall (8);
Norwich Theatre Royal
(101; London Hammersmith Odeon 112).

`+

.

,.

SENSATION

past

Middlesborough (25);
Zero Club. Southend (28);
BirmingD2713 Barbarella's
ham (27); Steam Mach-

Plymouth Guildhall
(March 14): Taunton
5
Odeon ( 1Winter
Bournemouth
Gardens (16); Brighton
Dome (17); Cardiff

lo

sales of their chart-

from
BLUE
BACK the past
recording with Gene Page
who Is Barry White's
arranger.
They have put down a
track for his next single
due for release In March,
and also some album
tracks. He will be doing
live appearances and
television work In the
near future

In

THE Dnable Brothers had
to atop their performance
in Amsterdam when a
gang of Hell's Angela
leapt on the stage and
several lights broke out.
The incident Is rumoured to have been
started by a derogatory
remark made against the
local Hell's Angels by
guitarist Pat Simmons In

..

album will be completed
for release later in the
year.

BARRY BI,UE has just
returned from Los Angel-

be

GENE PITNEY
who hit
with Ms last single Blue
Angel has,a'sew release out
on February 14. It Is called
Trans Canada Highway and
Gene co -wrote the song. Ile
will be In Britain In April and
May for a TV and cabaret
tour.

?

r.tl

I

Tiffany's, Shrewsbury

with Your

'all!

from Monday

GENE SINGLE
.

Thy Faehse lead guitar
and vocals ); Garth Elliott
(guitar and vocals);

Dave Bartow (basa and
vocals); Dave Buckle
(drums and vocals);
Kevin Bowden (keyboard
and vocals).
The band are currently
on a British Theatre and
Ballroom tour with Alvin
and V.
play Heavy
Steam Machine, Stoke-onTrent (February 81 and

25

Sweet,

Thursday lo record Top Of
The Pops and discuss the
posslbWty of a torn later In
the year.

Febnta ry 21.
As predi.-ted-it will be
(]bite 511111 - a song
Allen and produced by
Peter Shelley.
The group line-up is

ErmaA

New groups will also be
given a chance as the
Rollers Tip For The Top.

POPPING IN

Ra PM last week. release

es

hobby.

Kiss Is

I_.°

whose solo career was

1

Rollers likes messing
around with cars and he'll
be talking about his

SYREETA, at

SETTLED

Angels

example one of the

ir

(

scrap
with

PRODUCED BYGI'A1tG1? HARRISON
ON DARK HORSE RI:CORIK
MARKETED BYA.IbI RECORDS/AM 5501
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GARY

FUNK Y
ELTON

enjoyed

the end

of this

month

when a new single,
Philadelphia Freedom, is
released featuring brass
and string arrangements
"y Barry White's area-

.ger

Gene Page.

The single will also be
the first bearing the
name: The Elton John
Band
the only name
Elton Intends using on
record from now on.
On the B - side Is
another Beatles classic,

-

a

break

who
from

work during January,
has bought himself a new

home in Surrey. It Is so
secluded and "away from
It all" that It doesn't even
have a telephone.
He has also been
renewing old friendships
with people Like Elton
John and Rod Stewart.
But above all Gary has
passed his driving test
first time. Hé took the teat
In Banbury In Oxfordshire In his silver Rolls

Takes a page
from White's book
ELTON JOHN complete»
a funky transformation at

Glitter,

Royce.
His instructor was his
uncle who has now been
inundated by requests

the much acclaimed

Madison Square Gardens
epic of I Saw Her
Standing There, featuring
John Lennon and The
Muscle Shoals horns.
This was recorded live In
New York on November

GARY
OFF
THE

officially confirmed,

Humble Pie are expected
to split later this year
after their American tour
and a British date.
But the likelihood of
Steve Marriott joining the
cert album, Captain Rolling Stones seems out
Fantastic and The Brown of the question.
Dirt Cowboy, which 1s
Humble Ple's forthcomnow expected to be ing American tour is due
released at the end of to open at New York's
April.
Academy of Music on

last year.
Neither cut is taken
from The, Elton John
Band's forthcoming con26

15

EARLY GLORIR

gospel.

Intended

Theatre Royal Drury
Lane, on Mardi A similar
to the extravaganza

and will last

six weeks.
An album will be
released here on their
return, and they are
planning a British date
for the summer.
A spokesman for the
band admitted that there

were some musical
differences within the

group and they may or
may not be resolved.

recently held at New
York's Metropolitan Opera House.
It is costing

about

bring the road
show over which Includes
the five piece band that
£20,000 to

backs the three soul
singers.
Tickets are already on

for what is
guaranteed to be London's biggest "silver
sale

night". All

the audience
are asked to dress up In
something silver and
there will be prizes for the
best costumes.
Free copies of the girls'

latest

-

Lady

single

Marmalade will also be
given away to the

audience.
Now the organisers are

GLORIA GAYNOR
album hag bees rush.
THE

released and is In the shops
now. It was orlgiaally

SWEET GOLD
SWEET, who release a
new single at the end of
this month, are to receive
a gold disc for sales of
their Sweet F. A. album.
The band are also
considering an offer of
more than tí0.000 dollars
from a major American
record label.
Their business manager David Walker said

l'ou ksow,the iartsn tea r

tt

1.1eib,R..l?L,eeh,l.<t+e<rt1,nk,s9si,e,.1. a
/10 .1 ,no.p (er +M y.n,.p.n looks I, ke
nsy

Rrtbs aa

w<t.s

ees

skit

r,a/ ah.,).

, ltatter.-eyte

>e

,t%-, bnybeals

ia.: atsa,t

release

for

Is

March but because of the
success of the single Ike
record company thought the
quicker It was In the shops
the better.

this was one of several US
offers for a new record
deal In that territory.

GUM BOILING UP
BUBBLEOUM la back.
That's what we've heard
and to mark it's return
the Ohio Express are

getting their
Yummy *tingle

y

released this Friday.
Other singles that will
soon be out again will be
Green Tambourine by
The Lemon Pipers and
Quick Joey Small by the
Katzen - Katz Singing
Orchestral Chorus.
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looking for a choir of 30
children Whelp out on one
five minute number. It
has to be an organised
choir that can sing gond

AMERICAN singing phenomenon Labelle will
stage a show at London's

from young people want Mg to learn to drive, but
only if they can sit in the
same seat as Gary.

February

may

the future
bring," he said.

what

Hallmark of
success

Pie split expected
THOUGH it hasn't been

"Humble Pie are out on
the road but who knows
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KOOL A THE GANG /
Rainbow, Landon
Having been informed
in advance that the
concert was being recorded for a forthcoming live
album, coupled with the
fact that It was their first
London appearance. I
must admit I was slightly
apprehensive about Kool
& Co, being fairly sure
they would stick to the
funkier and somewhat
repetitive side of their
repetoire In order to win
the audience over and
keep them won.
1 needn't have worried

though, because last
Friday's concert was as

varied and exciting as
anything I have seen in

l

.
.._

plenty of teeny - Teds,
using the cult as a kind of
self - ridicule the way the
Skinheads did.
Showaddywaddy are
probably the first teeny

Ted Rock and Roll band,
the BC Rollers of Jtve.
Curtain opened to the

recorded Dambusters

n

March, areo engines and
bombing, and the band
exploded on stage.
They rocked straight
Into Gonna Have A Ball
Tonight, all eight of them

aL
at

really wanting

s-_'__-^-

Sure, they did the
obvious numbers: Hollywood Swinging: Funky
Stuff and Jungle Boogie.

but even those were
embellished with fine

solos from every member
3f the band that more

adequately dis-

.aste

the

of

range

the

and

eight

musicians that make up
Yool & The Gang.
Street Corner Symphony for example is a

yakking Interplay of

horns over

a

rumbling

rhythm section that

perfectly conjures up a
picture of the busy streets
with their rapping sidewalk Crowds that were the
song's inspiration.
On the cooler aide there
was Summer Madness, its
Icy synthesiser over a
chunky bass riff embroltiered by Claydes E. X.
Smith's silvery guitar
lines. and Ronald Bell's
soprano

sax

showpiece.

("What yoy are about

to

hear Is not in any way,
form or fashion' magic,"

to gel

involved. The strong line
- up was put to good use
with three vocalists and
two drummers creating a
powerful sound.
They continued their
version of perpetual
motion through Down In
New Orleans and the
slower Chain Gang. Five

ages.

Keyed

I

ooó HVLS®® VLQIIom NLI:

iLl

than

nl-e117

voices
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OHIO PLAYERS: Funky time et the Odeon.
England Needs YOU.
he announced) which
GIOVANNI DADOMO
ended with just about the
longest note I ever heard OHIO PLAYERS /
Hammersmith Odeon
anybody play In my life.
Back on the funky track
The number one R & B
was Rhyme - Tyme band In America the
People taken at full pelt announcer called them,
which led straight into and from the reaction
Funky Stuff.
they got at the beginning,
After that the horns left the middle and the end of
the stage to the rhythm the show, you could well
section, which, anchored believe the title. ,It was
by Root's muscular basa, definitely funky time at
is as tight as anything on the Hammersmith Odeon
this planet.
last weekend; Kool & The
They encored for the Gang on Friday. the Ohio
jubilant packed house Players on Saturday.
with a rip roaring I'm
John Mlles tipped by
Gonna Take You Higher.
Rosko as his bright hope
It was a great ending for a for 75, opened with a
concert, disappointing in selection of songs inonly one respect
that It cluding Hard Road and I
didn't last another two or Can't Turn You Loose, as
three hours.
well as some quieter stuff
Come back soon Kool & from his new album. It
The Gang, Like Lord was a presentable openKitchener used to say: ing act. The fifteen

-

minute interval stretched
into three quarters of an
hour, and there was much
shuffling In seats before
,

the curtain finally rose on
the band whose album
and single of the same
name. Fire, is currently
placed at the top of the

American charts.
The reception was
enthusiastic to begin
with, but when Pee Wee,
Mery and Satch bounded
on wearing red cloaks
over cat suits, there were
roars of approval
especially when Satch
turned out to be wearing
red and white shorts with

fur boots!
For the

next eighty
minutes, the Ohio Players
gave us one of the tightest
musical and visual shows
we've seen in a long time.
It was also exhausting

-

slipped from one
number Into another with
hardly time for the three
brass players to put down
one Instrument and pick
their
up another

making the guitar talk
sure It's been done before,
but perhaps not quite so
eloquently!

leaving nothing at all to
be desired.
They included their
beautiful number Skin
Tight as well as Pain, and
the slightly mellower I
Want To Be Free. By the
time they'd swung Into a
chant of O -H -I-0, most of
the audience were up and
dancing, and there was
lots of handshaking with
the band. They're beautiful to watch, so together
lovely little
and so tight
routine between Satch
and Sugar who plays
double - neck guitar,

an encore and really
there couldn't have been
one because the whole
show was such an entity.

They

-

When

the end

came,

everyone was roaring for

Instrumental abilities more, but they didn't play

-

where

Sugar answered
Satch's questions by

If you get the
opportunity, take It and
see

them

-lf you don't,

catch their albums

Instead. They're worth IL
SUE BYROM
SHOWADDYW ADDY /
Ipawioh Gausnont
There were plenty of
latter - day Teds with
grey in their slicked hair

amongst the manly

teenage audience for
Showaddywaddy attpsw-

Ich but there were also

un numbers like
Chain Gang made It, and
their dancing, the focal
point of an exuberant act.

but the

notoriously

unresponsive Ipswich audience weren't tearing up
any seats.
Teeny Teds in bomber
jackets, drainpipe trousers at half
mast.
luminous socks and suede
creepers loved It as the
band powered through
Temptation, Rockln' Robin. King of the Jive, The
-

Party and Johnny.

Remember Me. The band
were tearing about as if
their Y - fronts were ill

re!

Their hit, Rock and Roll
Lady, and more oldies.
Sea Cruise, Honey Mare
ney. Teenager In
'

and the timeless Rave On
brought the show to
close. They nsantleed w
get some response (tale a
sleepy audience.
DA A ID VI '.CS%N r
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Hues

Corporation

"I'll Take
A Melody".
Their latest single -from the album

áñ0

S
s

8, 1978

MUD ENTERED 1975 with a
number one hit and seeminglya
not a care in the world. Now,
few weeks later, they have split
with Micky Most's RAK records
and their future with hit song
machine, Chinn and Chapman, Is
far from certain. Before they
left for a tour of Scandinavia,
Peter Harvey talked to Les
Grey.

ÑE LOOKS !Ikea walking

advert for leather
to

iIUD'S

clothes. From his shoes
hlo' cer'otes he's smith
term! with leather. The
black leather panto are
well worn In but Its Orel'
talks worriedly about the
state of hts new tan jacket
and equally new full-

length coat

-

with

BLE

matching fur of course.
It's quite obvious that

Mud's fortunes have
taken a turn for the

better, especially when a
glossy brochure of the
group's new Cadillac
ammo fs 'produce d.:'Just
what I've always wanted,' says Les, with a
genuine gleam in his

them before we signed the
new deal because Nicky

was very

over
ill
in I.A. He

Christmas out
had pneumonia with
complications. But. baslcally,-we have no wish to
leave Chinn and Chapman. We Just felt; for
business reasons, that we
had to leave Bak. "
All this leads the
unsuspecting reporter to
think that Mud's years of
chart success have been
wasted financially.
"No," says Les definitely. "I've got a flat. "
But it's common rumour In the musk
business that Mud have
got no money.
"Is It?" he grins.
"That's nice, because it's
true. I'm very pleased

after the first hits the
relationship became a
"great partnership".
'It all worked very
well, I thought,' he says

"We worked very hard
and put Into it everything
we could create, Image
wise, that Is. It sounds a
bit arrogant to say we
were playing our part,
but. . . we haven't had
any complaints.
When Mud return from
Scandinavia they embark
on a tour of small town
venues, as Les puts It:
"To get to the places
where our fans are."
In the future the tans
are going to have a
chance to prove them"Elvis outfit". Every
selves if the boys do try
thing Is being rushed so
different material. Les
that Mud's new costumes
got really
to
the
can be hurried
that other people do says: "We've
continent in time for a
realise It We do have good loyal fans and
suggesting
I'm
not
though
television spot
money in the sense that
From there we go to the I've got my flat which I'm they will accept rubbish,l
will gtve
offices of Private Stock
paying for with a know that they
Records, the new commortgage, the same as a any record a good listen.
pany that Mud have just
toolmaker, printer or a Besides, the songs we've
signed to. It's opening builder would. When I been offered, Rob is now
night and the place la
talk to, such guys about pulling out some really
crammed with music biz the wages they get each good congs. Until we have
people making the most of
to record someone else's
week, I realise I'm on less
yet another party. Larry
material, as far a, I'm
money than they are."
Uttal, American boss of
concerned, we're still
the act -up, is there in
with Chinn and Chap
person, and admits he got
man. If they want to play
the name for the company
HARD UP
along with us, that's great
while staying with a
with us. U they don't
He denies that Mud
friend who had a have
want to write for us, then
been frustrated for a
marvellous private stock
a shame. It would
long
time.
"We've
not it's
of wines. He looks at Les
seem a shame that a nice
and says: "These boys been frustrated, we've partnership has been
been
hard
up.
We're
not
are my real private stock
up because there's
`using up We took a deal broken
now."
no need for it."
we were very
It's crazy In the half- and
gratefulto
get
We had
Finally, a serious
finished offices. Les nothing and theItguys
who question about the Elvis
decides he wants to eat so
offered -the deal had imitations. What about It
we make for a Chinese
something to offer us.
Les?
restaurant nearby.
Now we've just made e,
Whatever the reason for declaim to make some
"Oh, didn't you know
Me spat Les 1s happy to
money."
I'm the Allan Randle of
describe the breakaway
But if this means that the pop business (Alfas
as a business move.
Randle to the George
there'k no more Chinn and
"It's purely business," Chapman tongs, what Formby IinpersonetoN
next?
No really, I'. prohibit/
he says, munching a
won't go any further Chan
Mrnmm," he replies.
mouthful of seaweed
"Iii
the
last
three days this single. I'll probably
(quite delicious, too). "it
nest
became known within. I've had more offers of go onto Buddy Holly really
songs than you'd believe.
Is there anything
music circles ,that our
99
mean
Quote
per cent of the people in
new to do? I
deal was up, we were
publishing are offering us are a great band, a. ream
offered something and for
cones, people we've good band, but they do e
business reasons we had
known in the business for
great Beatles impression
to take It
You know, how roan.
years. They are all
"Now all we've done 1s Wishing us
more can you do? You ma
welt,Now,
if
change our recording we can't get a
try and you can do
hit
song,
contract. We haven't nobody can."
beat and you can get sal
changed our producers or
For the future then,
adaptation. I think !h'
our songwriters, Hopeful- Mud are uncertain
what new Queen single
ly they will remain but will happen In
great. Us, we go t
June when
there's a Press release their Contract expires
entertainment. The nu
and
out this week which says they tnove over to
ness dictates to you bin.
Private
that Chinn and Chapman Stock. Meanwhile,
reckon for the past Y
a
won't be writing for us, single Is out
we've been diCtating
now, an
but I still hope they will.
album is due and they
the business. Art
They write great songs
expect to make another Dynamite our thing w'
and we've got no single for Flak.
Chinn and Chapman w
complaints at all about
There's no personality 60/50. We've had tea
their songs or their thing. Hopefully,
we'll all taste and we're not Into=,,
production. In tact, the
be businesslike about It "
It go now. In tact. `et
last'lime I spoke, to them¡
doHe admits that Chinn
love to be the f
both we got on great, bpt
d Chapman guided the
creative band in the
Its was difficult to speak to
nand to fame but feels

eyes.

It's another Thursday
afternoon at Evolution.
Someone slips on a copy of
the new single prompting
Len to begin a spot of
shoulder twitching. Elvis
again. He grins. Yes, he
Is afraid of becoming
stereotyped, but not yet.
"Walt until you see my
new stage gear," he
offers as a further taunt
Half an hour later we're
mood at Carnaby Cavern
watching Les try on his
new black and gold

-

Hear [it on BBC 11.
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EXCL US! VE FAN CLUB
OFF.
Four lucky
readers

8 F:OM PILOT!

will get
a famous

sweater
O.K.

SO you Ilke

Pilot.

Who doesn't? Well It so
happens that the four
Scottish boys think R S
PM readers are their best

fans and
making

a

so

they're

Ly

startling offer

Just for you.

"

They are starting their
fan club and R 3 PM
readers get the chance to
join first, but mole than
that, they are Riving
away these famous Pilot
sweaters to the first fóur
people who send In for an
application form.
Yes, the sweater belonging to lead singer
Das id Paton, could be
yours FREE. Or you
could get one from Bill,
Ian or Stuart. -

if that's not

And

,

enough, the next SD people
to apply will get a copy of
Pilot's album, From The
.Album Of The Same
Name. It's something you
can't miss.
All you have to do is flu
In the coupon below and
post it to: Pilot Fan Club
Offer, Record and Popswop Mirror,' Box 195,
SpoYlght House, I Ben

a

"THE DAY we got to No. 1. with January, I
very got evicted from my flat," said drummer
you Stuart- Tosh. He chose not to give the
enclose, a stamped ad. reasons, though he did admit it was a bit of a
dressed envelope for your
-

Road, LONDON

It

N77AX.

Is

Important that

poor celebration.
Pilot are looking tired these days since
the record rocketed up to the top spot in
only three weeks of release. It is now
selling something in the region 33,000 copies
a day, and of course, it has already gone
silver.
'We're absolutely
knocked out by it By DAVID
all," said the song's
writer, lead singer
David Paton. " And HANCOCK
you can take that
more.
If you're a Pilot fan, literally. Ever since
"Frankly we're
and an R & PM reader, it got to the top it's
knackered," Stuart
you can know more about been one long round
win
one
and
club
the fan
interrupted.
of the great prizes by of press interviews
"There seems to
Milne In ,he coupon.
and pictures."
be a lot of nervous
tension in the air
because we're on
CLUB
FAN
PILOT
the go all the time,"
sighed. "You
-David
Please send me a Pilot Fan Club application
see we've never
enclose a stamped
form, for which
missed an engageaddressed envelope.
application form.
The fan club, when you
join, will keep you In
touch with the boys. You
will get a monthly news
letter written by them,
Mon -on pictures of the
group, exclusive pictures
of the band unavailable
elsewhere, and badges to
wear.
And of course, there
will he special offers:
Pilot scarves, and the
first option on all concert
tickets, and much much

r

I

win a sweater
belonging to:
If

I

David
Paton

I1

I

would like the one
Stuart.
Tosh
Ian

Bill
Lyall

I

(Place

a

I

Bairn son

fI

tick by appropriate group member)

Name

Address

ment and we're

trying to fulfil every
commitment at the
moment. "
David was at Top
Óf The Pops recording when the news
came through that
the disc had gone as
high as it could.
"It was a very
numb feeling when
they told me we
were at the top,

because

rr

r

Age

Pttt

I

Tales of

life at
the top
preferred it if every Bill Lyall, the
successive release budding male model
had gone just that and wittiest member
little bit higher in
the charts. Now the
pressure is really on
for us to keep on
hitting No. 1 every

of the band had to

have a story about
the day he heard the
good news.
"Well, I was in a
London tube station
time.
when
I was stopped
"When I told my
mother she started and searched by the
crying about it, police. You see I

Everyone is really was carrying a
suitcase so I suppose
pleased. "
they thought I was
some sort of bomber
CONGRATS
or something.
"Anyway when I
They certainly
are, including opened the case they
Sparks who sent could see that It was
a con- only full of pairs of
gratulations tele- shoes and material
gram
only one of flowers from Harmany with which rods and so they let

Pilot

-

they have been

me go."

didn't inundated. Others
Unfortunately
include ones from lead guitarist Ian
Bill Martin, who Bairnson, usually

expect it and I don't
know whether It is
such a good thing to
get there with only
our second hit.
:Td have much

used to write for very talkative,
Bay City Rollers, didn't have a thing
and Cozy Powell's . to say. He". had a
stomach upset and
Hammer.

was feeling a little throw open their
down.
windows and start
"One thing did playing the records
happen to me," as loud as possible.
added David. 'I
"Only last week I
came out in blotches was
walking down
all over."
the Kings Road in
Bill, of course, had London when
already had blotches overheard one girlI
and he blamed it say to her friend:
fairly and squarely 'Isn't it him who
upon the water in
sings January? Isn't
London.
While they were he small'?"
'

Of course, David,
discussing rashes, gets
recognised
Stuart began ex- more easily
than the
plaining about set- others because
he's
ting up the fan club

and how all the band
would work very
closely with It so
they could keep in
contact with their
fans all the time.
SPECIAL

"It's going to be
really good," said
Stuart. Our real
fans will, know
before anyone else
what we are doing
and there will be lots
of special offers for

them."
"Did you hear

the lead singer with
the group.
"It can be quite
embarrassing sometimes," he added.
"Once when some
girls recognised me
in the street they
kept walking behind
me and singing
January and giggling. That can be
very embarrassing,
but on the whole the
fans are really great
and I hope as many
as possible will join
the fan club."
It was then that
the phone went and
the boys were told
photographers were

about one of the girl
fans who lives near
me," David inter- waiting
for them
rupted. 'When she round
in the studios.
eventually recogni"Oh no," they all
sed me she came up
and said: 'I didn't said at once. But
almost
holding Ian
were
him,
think you
I only thought you Bairnson up they
left to continue the
looked like him'.
"And that's not exhausting round
that is the reward
walk
when
I
all,
down the street in for any band that
Edinburgh fans makes number one.
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before

year
their "discovery"
- the
1991

IQ1

a

whole

This week the second in our

new series will hopefully
Beatles were the toast of change all that. We've asked
Merseyside. They built a huge - rock writers all over the
following in their own town, yet country to sort out the top band
no record company would sign In their locale, with one

them. They were unknown.
In 1975, as in any other year,
the same situation prevails.
Hundreds of groups all over the
country, potentially great
bands, are being forced to quit
because they remain "undisco-

vered".

OVER

AN

From Manchester - Manchester
we like to
think that we do have a
sound that relates only to

originality and

proviso: the bands must, not
have been signed by a record
company.

We're calling the series
Stepping Stone in the hope that
it is just that for the bands
involved.

r

1

I

much Savory Duck
music. If we're In-

1

fluenced by anyone, It's
one another and the end
result will confirm that "
Once you've seen the
band you carry the music
around In your head for

developed

industrial town virtually
hidden .under the smokey
shadow of Manchester
might be regarded as an
unlikely place for the
North's wild birds to roost

-

weeks afterwards
something that doesn't
often happen after listen
-

Mg to the ranks of semi

Stockport a name that
fends shudders down the
pines of would - be rock
superstars because of a,

-hronIc shortage

Tight
They're a "progressive" group in the literal

sense. Once a number is
dropped from the stage
set It Isn't brought back

of

'enues, a town where rock
n' roll lurks in the dark
1pstairs rooms
if local public
louses, hidden!

J

safely away

the two

keyboards, a
'Hohner Clavinet and a

rom the outside
vorld.

Wellson Organ, gives the

band

Yet where there's
fe there's hope and
tockport also means
le home of Strawerry Studios and
0

C

e.

Harris (Id vets), Andy
"Arnie" Sage (Id gtr and
kybrds), Andy Povall
(kybrds), Andy Rayner
lbs, vclsl and Martin
and
Soar (drums)
with three Andys, talking

Paul

fcCartney, Barclay
ames Harvest and
tike MeGear have

.

avory Duck have nested
tere.

For those who haven't
et sampled the delicacy,
avory Duck Is the name
f a five piece band who
re surely on a Bight path
s

the band can get
womewttat out of hand.
Duck, hatched in '71 as
a blues -band, when Arnie
and Andy P. got
together. Then Arnie left,
rejoining in '73 along with
Martin, and Andy R. and
Bob are the latest
feathers in Duck's cap. A
unique line - up based on
to

visited and

11

massive success.

asily the best group In

the North West they've
been gigging around what
there Is of the local pub
and college circuit, even

spreading their wings to
far away colleges In
Yorkshire.
Specially to confuse
everyone J -Duck and Bob

-

pro bands,

-

fn.

Martin adds: "We
never sit down and think
'Well this is going to be
the Duck sound' 'when
we're writing but when it
does come out it's null
something that is very

a

refreshingly

original sound which can
only be described as
"Duck -Music",
The backgrounds of
classical training, ex-

perience In rock, blues,
soul and even cabaret and
reggae make the Duck
sound one which could

bridge the gap between
the complex music of Yes,
ELP, Genesis and the
more basic approach of
the commercial groups.
Andy R. agrees: "We
play Intricate songs with
time and key - changes
but melody Is always the
we
important thing

-

¿early all types of modern
music. The music is
Ideally suited to albums
but what about singles?
Andy, the proud owner of
one of the four Guild
Stereo basses In the UK
"I don't
looks ahead:

even have verses! We feel
that we have reached a
compromise between the

demanding and the
simple."

Martin points

out the recipe for success:
"We can appeal to the
audiences of 10cc but the
Genesis fans can also

think that

It's music

we

would

record something especially as a single but the
music is such that
something could be taken
off an album and still be a

appreciate what we're
doing."

you have to

admire for sheer technical skill but It's also
Immediately listenable
which makes Savory
Duck the most promising

valid piece of music."

Rather than Duck

ruling the music, it's the
songs that are all

and exciting thing to

important. Keyboards

happen for a long time.
They look certain to be
the North's first band to
capture a range of
followers that takes in

Andy: "The music Just
builds up on Its own and
where It goes we follow.
Our musical aim Is for

again although some of
the earlier Ideas may be
used to inspire new
compositions. Except for
the solos there's no
Improvisation on stage
and all the arrangements
are so tight that if
anything any changes are
already written into the
music.
It makes writing a
thorough process. Andy
R. points out: "Sometimes we will work on a
song for five or six weeks
and then throw It out. We
have had one composition
on the drawing - board
now for some three

months but we keep

adding to and changing
the orlginaL "
With dual keyboards
and a guitarist doubling
on clavinet stage performances should be
more difficult? Andy
Povall reasons: "When I
first gigged with Arnie we

were both amazed at how
our styles fitted together.
We found that the two
keyboards Ideally complemented each other and
as Arnie plays exceptional guitar he plays

I

How Mach
óo you know

both."

Anyone who's seen the
band has' to agree that

Arnie

aborte...

Is one of the new

wave guitar heroes and
his playing puts many of
the established big names
to shame. The must.

es

cianship

is of an
amazingly high standard
all round and he has to be
good.

Clashes

OUR

The band quickly denY
any rumours of clashes of
virtuosity, although Andy

NatíonaL'Pástíme'2

'

Rupeút J-ÉoLmes
Repeals alit

Purely

New 'Single on
Epic Recouós

WRITTEN BY DES PARTON
SUNG BY SWEET SENSATION
Chorus
You, purely by coincidence
Happen to be the one that I love
And you, purely by coincidence
Happen to be the hand to my glove
Just a kid in rags when I first met

`

;

By,

SONGWORDS
Coincidence
1 wanna hear you
sayin'
fly me
Higher than the clouds that you see
Faster than the wind
Take my hand, take my heart
An' let the lovin' in.

around you
Softer than the sun
Open up your heart to me
It's time our love begun.

Repeat Chorus
I was such an all - time loser
Never tried to make it all come
true
But I won't stay an all - time loser
If I find my winning streak with you.
You're the princess In my story
I'm your king,
Like they say in all the love songs
You're my everything
Repeat Chorus

Repeat Chorus
Would I wait for you for ever, try me

Hyde Park
London, WI 2Q5,

you

Everything and nothing to me
Sot set my heart to get you
Closer than the arms I wrapped

EPC 2939

Only once

Copyright MAM Music,
Southacre,

23

Crescent,

R. thinks that five
members in a band Is an
absolute limit "Five 1s
complicated number
when you're writing and
playing together. Re
hearsal is vital and we get
together at least twice a
week. We'd probably
play every day If ws
could.
'When you start ultra'
ing in terms of six or
seven there Is bound to be
difficulties and personality chlashes which
would harm the music

it is we work hard and
the music all comes
together."
As

Bob, Andy, Andy, And,
and Martin are at present

working m new material
and have severa

gigs lined up over the nest
month or so
probaby
me of the most vital
periods of their career.
As rock and pop
Increasingly dirtft hate
vast range of styles
Savory Duck are a bard
of hope for contempo"Q
music, and a "quacking
PALi
goodtone to boot.
ODLE _

-

-
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Radio Forth's presenters ganging up to get the audiences.
From left to right they
are; Christopher John, Mike Gower, Jay Crawford
Steve Hamilton, Barbera Brown,
Dougie Crawford, Dave Anthony, and last on the fist, Ian Anderson.

"PROMISED
LAND"
APL1-0873

THAT :EDINBURGH ROCK
FIRST week of
broadcasting from Radio
Forth in Edinburgh has
been a resounding success. That is the feeling of
all the station staff.
Advertising Is booked at a
THE

full nine minutes per hour
ell Into the future, and

everything taken into

account, the tenth commercial station to come on
the air Is heading in -the
right direction.
Although the station
jingles, t -shorts and
stickers all promote the
194 metre wavelength, the
dee jays are trying to
push the VHF frequency
of 88.8. They are existing
on a diet of 50/50 albums

and singles, ranging from
the Mahavishnu Orchestra to Sinatra. Soul isn't
too popular In east
Scotland, with folk taking

anything. Obviously local
groups are being given
top priority, with Forth
claiming their own in the

and news. Drama Is
catered for In a big way;
with Fdrth being the first
of the IBA stations to
produce and run their
own drama serial.
The disc jockeys for
Forth have come mainly
from Scotland, with the
exception being Dave

sports programme

remember formerly
worked on Radio

the upper hand .0

form of Pilot.
The Saturday afternoon

Is

different tram the English
stations. This Is partly
due tn'the fact that the
Scottish FA refuse to
allow live football commentaries on the radio.
So, music is the message
in the afternoon in
between the match results

Anthony who you may

Luxembourg and Radio
One. Ian Anderson came
to the station via various
pirate stations, including
RNI and Caroline. We at

Record

&

/
1

Popswop

Mirror wish Forth all the
best during their coming
years.

Tune In
Alvin who?
IF
s

PROMISED LAND"

.

4Nv%Y

.

like flattering
photos, try this one for
size. Believe It or not,
with Alvin Stardust (he's
on the right!) Is none
other than Bob Stewart
The photo was taken at
YOU

?I,r
_

the Speedshow at 01-

trip la, earlier In
Other artists
who called in to the show
to be Interviewed by the
Luxy locks included Cozy

ALSO AVAILABLE
TWO -ELVIS SINGLES

Valli, Daniel Boone, John
Deakin of Queen, Ken
Boothe, Status Quo, Peter

"PROMISED LAND"

y

January.

Powell, Slade, Frank'

Shelley and Medicine
Head.

QUICKIES
JOHNNY WALKER Is
now Including an album
feature In his show each

Thursday lunch time
will

from 12 till 1. John
play a selection of tracks
from the album chart,
including new entries,
climbers and a track from
the number one album . .
Due to the economic
situation at Radio City in
Liverpool, freelance jock
Keith Rogers has been
dropped. Fromthe letters
that have come In to us at
play RPM, the music
list at City is not very
popular with the young

people. The departure of
Keith will not please his
many fans in the area.

Forth

.

.

.

Tony Allen Is

preparing for his return
to Caroline, hopefully
next week. With him will
of
Nice to see Sally James be a collection
interview tapes which
last
The
Pops
at Top Of
week with the drummer will be played over the air
.
Andy
Robb at Easter .
.
from Queen
Eden informs that the Archer Is busy recording
in London,
band he promoted a lot on commercials
will be aired on the
RNI, Earth & Fire, have which
stations. It'll
just completed a new commercial
be
to hear the old
nice
be
over
will
and
album
here In the spring for a voice again on legal radio
Recelved a nice letter
tour . When the IBA
Mlckle Mercer last
turned on the Capital from
Radio new transmitter week, talking all about
Caroline,
and next week
was
so
It
week,
last
powerful,ll spiaahed over we'll try and include a
few extracts from It.. .
CM Radio City and Radio
,

-

.

P8-10074

"MY BOY"
RCA 2458

RCA
ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE

MIRROR, FEBRUARys
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Brian Protheroe
JUST LETTING
THINGS HAPPEN
OD

IT'S a mighty long.
road to rock 'n' roll

and a good bit
further to Brian
Protheroe.

To be precise, it's ail the
ay to Sheffield to
discover a songwriter
who is really an actor,
and more significantly,

d

the sort of person who
could not care less that
his second single Is

hovering around the
charts.

WISH I HASN'T ALWAYS
THE BRIDESMAID. fYIFSN'T
SUE LOOK 4REAT. SHE'S
(OT SUCH BEAUTIFUL SKIN
SHE TOLD ME HER SECRET

ANNE FRENCH

Pinball made it without
changing his life too much
so why should he care
about Fly Now, especially
since he dislikes the
record and didn't want it
released.
He is the complete antihero. He stalks around
the Crucible Theatre with
the air of a parish priest
welcoming guests Into the
vicarage, and makes it
quite obvious that his is
the world of the theatre.
Brian is in Sheffield to

play the part of a
dithering middle-class

MY SKIN 15 SO DULL AND
LIFELESS. PERHAPS ANNE
FRENCH CAN HELP HE

twit, In

a

new municipal

comedy called Glorious
Miles. It suits the theatre
and the location. A silly

plot about town hall

corruption goes well with
the brand new theatre
which looks like a cross
between one of "those"
churches and a design for
next year's post office.
Sheffield is a faceless

so the theatre
blends in with the

town,

concrete wasteland. How
ironic that in the shiny

marble foyer a little
mouse Is scampering

YES CAROL, I'M SURE IT CAN, YOU
NEED ANNE FRENCH DEEP
CLEANSING, MILIC TO REMOVE EVERY
TRACE OF GRftlE ANO S1741E f-lAKE UP
LEAVES YOUR SKIN FRESH AND
HEALTHY AND DEEP CLEAN

50AP ANO WAlE R JUST
IS'NT ENOU4H L00<
AT THAT

A

FEW WEEKS
LATER
111

u

,

u

1

all

HELLO JILL. SOtETU NG WONDERFUL
HAS HAPPENED 908 AND ARE GETTIN
NARºlED CAN OU CO17E TD THE WEDDING?

about. It looks as out of
place as Protheroe must
feel in the rock 'n' roll
business.
In his dressing room
before the play he
admits: "I do take it
seriously in ,a way, but I
don't like a lot of it. I don't
like the business side of

lt. It's not me and it's not
part of the way I function.
It's just a different set of

values that I don't
connect with as a

songwriter. I don't think
many songwriters do. "
Protheroe is the typical
theatre man: well spoken,
intelligent, and slightly
twee In a middle-class
sort of way which hints -at
the bizarre. Though he's
been an actor for nine
years, he did play lit a few
groups as a teenager and
did the regulation coffee
bar troubadour bit for a
while,

I

a.-

The fact is that though
he's proved he can make
superlative records like
Pinball and indeed the
whole of his album, he
doesn't need to be a pop

ANNE

'

`

DOESN'TCARCLNAKE
BElÍUIIFUL BR/DE?ANNE

"

FRENCH

FRENCH 11ACE

-

.'o FFEREWCE

DEEPCLEANSING MILK

For a lovely complexion

TO ÑERH A

star.
"You see for the last
nine years I've been
fulfilling myself artistically as much as I want to.
What I WOULD miss if It
all finished and my
association with the
record company was

terminated, would
recording. "

be

Anyone who has heard
the album will understand Brian's love affair
with recording. It is quite
brtlianlly produced and I
for one was prompted to

I
say something about Ae
return of tee stereo record
when !reviewed It.

This quality he attributto producer Del
a musician
Newman
and arranger and Nova
studio's engineer Richard
Dodd of whom he says:
"He's that goodit's like
es

- -

having a top session
musician working the
controls."
There's also the variety

album and here
again, Protheroe mod.
estly gives credit to an
accomplice. With Martin
Duncan he has written 15
songs for a musical
collage for the theatre
based on a Hollywood
rags to - riches tale.
Three songs from
Lotte's Electrik Opera
Film I the title of the
production) are included
on Pinball and each Is
on the

startlingly different
There's Moon Over
Malibu, a parody of those
close harmony Hawaiian
beach songs, Mickey
Dollar Dream, a song to

shame even the techniques of David Essex,
and Interview / Also In
The Limelight, which is a
cynical look at the artist's
Ilfe.
He calls Lotte's Elektrik Opera Film "the
musical that never was".
He and Martin Duncan
had been writing music

together for

various

theatre productions for
several years and finally
arrived at seven which
Martin wrote the lyrics
for and Brian the music.
Martin also shot bits of
film to go with the iaose
theme of their songs but
then they decided to make
1t a stage production.
Eventually they were In
theatre at Exeter when
they managed to stage

a

minutes version using
bits of scenes and
dialogue taken from film.
Unfortunately the attempt to bring a full
40

production to the West
End failed because of
tack Of backers. Even so,
Brian reckons he'll use a
couple more of the songs
on his next album though
he's resigned to forgetting
the musical.
That leaves him with a
second-string career as a

singer songwriter which
he'll be following up this
summer with another
album. Though he loathes

business he's still
writing songs and was
even quite happy about
the

Pinball.

"I was pleased that It
was successful and I was
pleased that the record
company put, It out
because it was

not an

obvious choice for a first

though. He admires tit
Osmonds as great probe
sionals.
"I just like music I

suppose,"

"I'm

he decides
interested O

not

going out on the road. I
don't think of myself sae
performer of my songs al
all. I think of the reeled
as a finished product Ilk
a painting is a finished

product

-

you

can't

reproduce a painting
And I don't count
myself as a singer
might want to perform ee
stage If I did. My we
can sound very good M
the studio all the the,
on the album are dour
tracked and that sortie::
the wobbly notes homer
I don't always sing L

-

single. The obvious

tune."

they had' followed up
Pinball with something a
bit more original. The
choice of Fly Now was
totally against what I
wanted. It's not my
favourite song, I wrote It

conclusion it's not, ICeU

choice would have been
Fly Now.
"1 wish In a way that

a

long

time

ago and
copied the
couple of other

deliberately
styles of

a

records

-

Gilbert
O'Sullivan and
Paul
McCartney.

"It's Just

a bouncy pop

song and I find I've gone
off it now. I wish it hadn't
been released as a
single.

He can't underline
people who say that Y
cheat and we come to Be

art form,

"It weld'

pretentious but that'

he sqe
Brian Protheroe has as
professional aspiration
Recently he played
lead in a rock mui.:Lead Film To Heaven. C
Leicester. He Cam an
arrogant M's rock

what I believe,"

and enjoyed every nerairj

of It.

"But I couldn't pal i.

role for real."nee

Confesses. "I can
look forward though
"
six
I might He finds all the to bemonths
a rock star. Sareee_
paraphanalla of the the business
is a
business quite confusing,
of
It a little fascinating. For evolvement
do instance doing Top Of The artist wants towino
Pops made him feel that trouble comes le h
business gets
the programme had
feel rod feeling for music at all. no being I can into
drawn
style and preedlU
lighting all down to

whst

"It's

hopefully I can reshai

just

actor and admits
complacent because
lets things happen
accident.

camera
he says.
Then there's the
way
people write cormerdal
songs for the sake
of

havl
couldn't

ilea"-

-

affects and
angles,"

that," he
says. He wouldn't
mind
seeing the Osmonds
record
dos

Moon Over Malibu

He hopes to conOe .
a singer songwriter

"I'm

I

a lazy person al
to
to work just

it seems

things happen

by our theatre correspondent, Peter
He

(

.
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IF YOU think that Alvin Stardust's backing
band are trading off his
rise to stardom by going solo,
then think again. it was all Alvin's
idea In the first place.

m a pop
singer. Why

ut

Alvin's Heartbeats,
first single released
soon
no faceofAlvin
Alvin wants it that 'way and there'sthe
be much

records.

because

oand

athall.

n

out, there wouldn't
point in them going soloasifhehepointed
was going to sing on their

should I
want to

"I want to go out
work on my own anyway," he said.
working with me. Asand
I'd still have them
long
they want to work with me we'll "But
work together.
"But I mean, when I'm as
not working
not working, so why shouldn't they go
cut on their own, there are no rules thatthey're
they can't?
'look at the Glitter Band they mustsayget
as many offers as Gary does. So It's
senseless if they don't go out and work.
And
what It they did break away completely,
I'm sure Gary's not going to have a lot of trouble
getting another band together
he'd have a band in an afternoon. 1Tey'd
be just as good, maybe even better."
In fact
lust
old times for
lf
their
will
morel
playing inua band, which he'ke s used
o, than being th front
rontmant all the
time. Alvin has known the guys in his
band for a long time, well before the Stardust
Character was Invented.
"7Te band I've

start

-

throwing
It away ?"

tin

all ttye
I've workd g:11
w1th
got are

Alvi n

over the past four
years in different
bands. I got lucky
and got away as

Stardust finds

Alvin Stardust
with,

"So the sensible
thing was to say

didn't want to work with
people from town. I wanted to work with
people I knew, someone
that gives me a charge
when they play. "
So .alvin rounded up
some of his old mates,
people he'd worked with
before and formed them

into his band. So it wasn't
totally unexpected when
he suggested they should
bring out -their own
single.

TERRIFIC
"The thing is," he says,
"You get a record
company and they're all
working like mad to keep

they ought to get a single

out because they're
terrific. So eventually
Pete Shelley said 'I think
we will bring a single out
for the lads.'

there's been a lot of
changes in Alvin's career

e

everything. Then

of late, the Heartbeat
saga being one of two or
three alterations. His
current single, Good Love
Can Never Die would
seem to be aimed at a
more MOR market, a
policy which falls in line
with the order of the boot

given to his leathers
recently. But the leathers

sws.

are back now, reinstated

after

a

policy

a

re-

appraisal with himself.
I threw all that change
business out of the
window. Those softer
clothes just weren't me at
all. I was trying to be

,

polite and going through a
confusing period as well.
"The work pressures
build up and that effects

.

BY
MARTIN

...

R

I went
through this period where
I wasn't working, I was
Just doing plastic stuff
like photographs, television and radio, and you
do get very, very
confused.
"You don't have contact with the public and it
doesn't make you live, so
you're walking around
like a chap in a plastic
mac and I thought you
should be doing something, you should try this

or this, but I was about to
go screwy over stall.
"So I had about three
days off and came to
square one again. I put
everyone and everything
into its proper place
like Pete's been an
incredible producer and
Michael (Levy) a great
manager, and I'm a
popstar which Is what
I've always wanted to be.
"I mean people would
say why don't you try
some of that heavy stuff
you were playing about
two years ago, or try
some of your own songs.
But now I'm a pop singer
why should I want to start

-

your wardrobe?
"Well people were
I'll tell you
saying .
what It was, the Idea

behind It. Magazines

were phoning up and
we need some
colours, so I put some
coloured, shirts on to be
polite.
"But never again, no
way. If they don't want to
use the picture they don't
use the picture. I've had
what I want, I've had a
number one, I've done the
television and I've been
the superstar. But I want
to be me now, I don't want
to be pressurised into
doing things.
"That's how it was
when we first came out, I
had pictures taken for
magazines and I Just
wore black all the time,
though there were still
people saying we can't
use this, we can't use
black.
"So I said, how do you
mean, you can't use
black, that's all I've got.
I'm sorry, I might have
had a hit record but I
haven't got any money off
It yet, and no way am I
going to borrow money to
buy a shirt for you to take

saying

bleeding picture of
me."
LEATHERS

L_

So

after reinstating the

leathers so resolutely it
looks as if they're here to
stay, but what if the mood
of the chart market
changes and the costume
becomes embarrassingly

THORPE

single with them. So
before you know they're
all having their hair cut

out of date?

"I

only think idiots get
by things

embarrassed

and getting excited but

like that," reckoned

excited
of

So why did you give up
the idea of softening up

a

"So I went home and
phoned them, and told
them Pete wanted to do a

no-one's more
than I am."
Come to think

throwing It away when
I've only Just got It?"

ir'

you where you are and a
lot of the time they can. t
see the wood for the trees.

They haven't got the
time.
"I kept saying for ages

heartbeat and goes

CK TO 'IQUARE ONE'

and I needed a
band to go on tour

who do I know
who plays well.
"Everyone else was
telling me to pick up some
guys from town, but I

a

Alvin,

"I think it

all bolls

down to what you've got
going for you. I mean I
felt slightly peculiar when
I went into the first hotel
as Alvin Stardust and
when the guy at the desk

it

said excuse me Mr
Stardust I felt about half
an inch high.

lt

"But after the record
got to number one and I
started seeing what kind
of royalty checks were

coming tn. I used to
ignore them if they didn't
call me Mr Stardust. "
So what about that
name, might that change
as well?
I don't know, it
depends. If I, or we
decide we're going to
q4

_4

change the name we'll
change it, again there are
no rules. But the time you
don't get knocked or
ridiculed by somebody is
when you're not making
any impression on them.
"There can't be any
person who has got more

that can't stand
him than David Bowie,
but look at the hundreds
of thousands of people
who think he's Incredible.
"But I mean, if it all
finishes for me tomorrow
I won't be that upset. I'll
be a roadie for somebody
and be very happy. I'll be
the happiest roadie
you've ever met "
people
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NO IT'S NOT ALL HYPE
t

i

material. Like he knewhat's popular and atsuits us; we've a let of
faith In his judgment

,

He

country

type song. We completely
rehashed it, like the
ending of, say, the last
twenty four bars, la really
our own. We always
throw In something!"
One thing that's hound
to put Arrows on the
music map is the RAE
package deal tour with
Suzy Quatro and Cozy
Powell, which begins In

u

IS

February.

.

idol in the Eastern
regions of the world. "I
stayed in Japan for
several years". he recalls. "My parents were
out there so I joined them.
"Prior to that I was
playing in New York with
various bands, so it
seemed a natural progression for me to get into
the group scene in Japan;

but I realised that
forming a group was

Impossible 'cos I wasn't a
professional over there.
What I did was go ahead
as a soloist.

had Tetsu, now the
Faces bassist, and another guy on drums and we
played there for a while. I

recorded as a soloist
though and used the

group for concerts.
During that time I
-

recorded three albums
and four singles and

developed quite a followIng. klnda becoming a
teeny bop phenomenon, if
you like, but also gaining
respect from other mustclans,
"I did all sorts of

things, ranging from

studio work and cornmerclals to blue movies

-

/

o

- just
background
add

might say Hawaiian

music in the key of D flat,
or something Incredible
like that"
Jake Hooker (vocals,
plaho, guitar) and Alan
Middies

not

shoovarious
andb
laayeet

a

-

bands

but it
America
wasn't 'til Jake ventured
In

Promised

the

to

Land

(England) that he met the
only "Tommy" member
of the combo, Paul Varley

(drums).

Says Jake: "I've been
in England three years
now and when I first came
over was Ina band where
Paul was drummer; but
we

finally disbanded.

Then Alan came over to
England so we got back
together and I phoned
Paul up and asked him to
join us, and it just kind of

worked!"
.

So

IT SOUNDS like
something out of the
mid -sixties, pop star
forced out of his
home by fans. Yet
here it is alive and
well in 1975, only the
victim has changed.
This time it is
David Essex, pubescent heart-throb for
thousands of girls,
who has fallen foul
of the mil -placed
devotion of his
followers, devotion
which would be an
honour to the man in
any location other
than the pavement
outside his house.

It's

doing

music.
"It was a joke because
they project the movie on
the screen ánd have four
musicians present. They
ask us what a particular
scene feels like and we

together in

"I

new

phenomena In any way.
the Beatles went through
more than most, even
down to the pinching of

souvenirs from their

and the guys brought out
their single, A Touch Too
Much, which got. to
number 8 In the chart.
Then for several months
after that nothing was
seen nor heard of them
until their latest single,
My Last Night With You,
was released.
"We did bring out a
single after A Touch Too
Much," says Paul In a
voice which sounded like
a cross between Lanca-

Arrows were formed

i

music papers have

prove ourselves and

part of the wet knickers
brigade.
Jake's face darkens
like a thundef cloud. "We
got together totally as
friends on a musical
basis, we didn't even

doing."

pretty

difficulty labelling them.

"The real heavy papers
in particular can't write
about us; everyone's

shire and American.
"But it didn't do anthing.
It was a radio hit but we

confused about what we
are, so now it's up to us to

hadl.some bad luck with
tha one.
"The reason we haven't
been doing much In the
way of performances or
recordings Is that we've
been developing a style,"
they confess. "Which is

-

consider ourselves

that's what. we Intend

Paul, the man In black
who looks like a sexed -up

musicians who've been
playing different kinds of
music over a long period
of erne have to do.
"We came up with
different ideas which took
a while to mesh inntekd of
putting out singles without any musical direc

Satan

[Ion.

Unfortunately many

We used tape recorders
and things over at Jake's

his shoulders), and
sprouting little mousey

says,- "We've

already done one tour In
Germany which was a
fantastic experience because it taught us what
works and what doesn't
work; It was kinda like a
crash course."
people, particularly the

moustaches.
-

-I

put ourselves together.
When Jake and I played
together in the early days

"Anyway looks don't
sell records; a pretty face
ain't gonna sell a bad
record, no way! Kids
aren't that thick. If they

-

mediocre record, they
aren't gonna go and buy
that record."
Whilst on the subject of
discs I ask the group tt
they write their own
material.
"We didn't write our
latest single. A guy called
Roger Ferris wrote it for
us." says Alan- "I think
our particular Influences
are not what's currently
popular on the English
scene, therefore it Would
be senseless us bringing
out a single which the
majority of people might
not get

Into."

"Besides," Paul adds,

"We have a producer,
Mickey Most, whose job is
to find us suitable

the gig, so when the fans
waited outside the Albany

after the boys had left

F N TASTI

But today it's not so
The Os-

monds had their fair
share of fan trouble at the
height of their popularity,
but it's warned dramatically of late, though some
of the bands around do
have stories to tell.
Perhaps the Rollers
have been worst hit As
you know they all live in

and as yét they remain
undiscovered by the fans

- they still hang around
j. houses.
the parents'
,

Scotland and have

R+_

recently bought their own
houses because they were

hounded out of their
parents' homes by adoring fans. Les KcKeown
even had to stay In a hotel
while his house was being
built because his parents'

a

house had become such a

focal point of attention
All three of the cottages
the boys have had built
are out In the country,

we

weren't put together, we

-

bunch of goodlookbig guys on TV doing a

were
we

we were regarded as cult we were
underground
like a living Image of the
Rolling Stones.

see a

realised that there were
too many people like us;
so we changed our image.
We didn't just get
together because of our
looks!
agree that a lot of'
groups are put together
for that -purpose," inter-

parent's houses years
common -place.

We

really heavy but

place,' experimenting Press, have been a mite
with sounds to ,see what unkind to Arrows; diefits, and now we've found missing them as a rupts Paul. "But

something that works, manufactured band who
which Is what our single's 'merely cater for kids'
fantasies. But Arrows
all about "
Arrows say that the fervently deny being any

a

pretty - type
band. I mean Alan and I
knew each other years
ago. We played at
Greenwich Village when
we were about 18, 17, with
hair down here (points to

SATAN

something that three

home.

,

was arranged for
last Autumn but there
were so many bands on
the road at that time we
felt It would be far too
competitive and also far
too expensive for the
kids. They can't afford to
see five gigs in one week
so we figured It would
be better for all concerned
to postpone It 'til
February. We're looking
forward to the tour
because it could be the
break we're looking for."
During the interview
the guys tell me they've
been through more ups
and downs then a skier on
the Alps. Was the Impetus

-

-

not acting in them, may I

high

PHENOMENON

COMPETITIVE

"It

......crackle
... squeak.... "Yeah,
Fortunately, I do remember

/LES

and western

song," says Jake, 'diet
now It's almost like a soul

.

by JAN

a

we thought of It We lyat
the basic Idea but ended
up changing the whole
concept of the record "
"Yeah, It was alga a

TAPE RECORDERS are like women - temperamental . .
Sometimes they're co-operative, other times they're just
BLANK Unfortunately the office tape recorder failed to function
properly (yes, I did have the "record" button switched on) during
the Arrows interview so consequently half the conversation didn't
come out.
.

brought aloe

demo of My Last Ni
With You and asked s.

ro/%r
coaster
...

111

r

Rock 'n'

"We really like to
" fuzz. . . fuzz
Alan's se
" crackle . . splurt .
pop
(roughly) what they said, so here goes:
Once upon a time,
before Arrows were even
thought of, Alan Merrill
(Bass guitar, vocals) was
looked upon as a teenage

t

Id

But the Rollers are
capable of being devious
when it's called for. After
one gig in Glasgow the
kids waited

all night

outside the main hotel,
from six on Sunday
evening until the Monday
evening, hoping to catch a
glimpse of the band.
What they didn't know
was the band weren't
there, they had gone back
home to Edinburgh.
Y'see the Rollers have a
policy of never staying
closer than 20 miles from

hotel in Birmingham
after a concert, they
probably would have

gone home If they'd
known the band were'
staying out of town.
None of the other
current chart toppers
have had it as bad as that
they've973
been lose. In
Slade were holed up in the
Holiday Inn at swiss
Cottage for about two
days when fans beseiged
the hotel.
The hotel's assistant
manager even told the
cd

Ju

band they had to leave
because of the situation,
though that directive was
countermanded by the
manager when he returned. So all Slade lost
was a few days of freedom
and the wing mirrors
from their Rolls Royce.

Tales of fan mania from Martin Thorpe

to carry on deadened
when they got to the

dangerous position of
thinking, "Sod It
let's
lack Itall in?"
"Never, noway!", they

-

say harmoniously.
"That's one thing about

this band; none of us
would stop no matter
what happened. Even If
we had twenty flops In a
row we'd still keep

going."

Alan; "We've

been

through hard times before
and we'll go through hard
times agin. The further
you get Into the pop scene

and the more successful
you become, the lower the
downs get and the higher
the ups get: It's like
riding on a big roller coaster
every time
going up
Waaahhh;
every time It's going

-

down...

...

It'

W00000hh. But

that's what makes it
fun!"

Pilot, the country's
latest sensation haven't
yet come across any of the
tanaticism they are
bound to encounter when
they go on the road for the
first time. They did have
a small taste of it the
other week though, when
ten girls jumped on their
car as they were leaving
Top of the Pops.
But the final word on all
this has to go to the
Inimitable Ron Wood. His
house Iles on the Thames

river bank at Richmond,
with gardens going down
to the river and a

recording studio in the

basement,
worth,

protect.

so

a cool L140.000

there's a lot to

Sometimes

a few fans

turn up," reckons Ron.
"but they don't worry me
because I've got me own
peep hole to look through.

And anyway, Mere's
many doors In the
I wouldn't know
which one ..they
they were
knocking at
so

house

4
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IT seems Incredible that It's taken
Helen Reddy ten attempts
at the British charts before
actually making It, but
long it's been.
that's how
Incredible when you consider
that
In America, this
Australian-born lady h s picked up practically
going since she first hit the charts there with every award
I Don't know
How To Love Him,
One year later I Am
Woman was released and
caused a sensation, as did
Helen when she collected There are tremendous
her Grammy award for pressures there that you
that particular song and don't get here in
amongst others thanked ' America."
Even when Helen
God "for SHE makes
finally arrived in the
everything possible".
In the last four years, States, It took a long time
for her career to get off
Helen's rise to the top has
the ground. The turning
been meteoric, but the
fight to get there was point really came when
quite a hard one. She she married Jeff Wald,
found Australia stifled who at one point managed
Tiny Tim. He finally
her creativity.
"It took me eight years persuaded Helen to
record the song from
to get out of Australia
and that was only Jesus Christ, and then
because I won a talent spent the next few weeks
contest with the prize a persuading disc jockeys
trip to the States. I knew and journalists to hear
that I had to get to the record and write
America to really suc- about it. But it was
Woman which firmly
ceed. In Australia they
don't like individual established Helen as a top
effort, only when it performer, and that's
where she's been ever
happens collectively.
since
at least in the

-

-

REDDY AT LAST !
BY SUE BYROM

States, Having now
broken Into our charts.
Helen Is set for a

European tour in April.
taking In Germany and
Holland as well as one
date In London
the first
time she will have
performed on an English
stage.
After all the singles that
have been released here,
including songs like Delta
Dawn, it must have been
a surprise that Angle
Baby had been the one to
break through.
"Well, I suppose so. I'd
practically decided that
the British just didn't
want to know about me."
Quite a few people had
asked what the lyrics
were all about.
"I think it's a bit like a
parlour game
the

-

-

Queen í(

words mean different
things to different people,
and the meanings show
more about the people
who chose them."
For someone who's had
as much success as she
has, it's a strange thing to
hear Ms Reddy admit
that she has absolutely no

r

1 ,.

.

-

ear for a commercial
song.

"That's normally Jeff's

decision, he can hear four
bars of a song and know
that It'll be a hit. Me, I
can record a song In the
studio, bring It home,

.

\Y

play It on the turntable
and still not know if it's
commercial."
Peter Allen and Paul
Williams are among
Helen's favourite songwriters, although she has
quite a writing talent
herself. Apart from her
commitments as a singer
and a wife and mother,
she also gives a lot of time
to the feminist movement.

1\

\

d1!

`

I.

\
I

'A

,

it

v

f

and has performed
concerts In several

women's prisons. She's
also given up a lot of time
to political campaigning.

Of

and has even considered

standing as a candidate.
But meanwhile, Helen
Reddy will continue her
career as one of the
world's top female vocalwith her eyes set
ists
definitely on the European market. Her
dedication to her career is
matched by her dedication to everything else she

sole
AMERICA

-

BOASTS exceptional soul
talent without

churning art-

does.

ists out on a
conveyor belt
basis, least of

all
Betty
Wright whose

powerful vocals
bring an aura of
refreshment to

de

the belching,
gritty sounds of
funk.

The raunchy, punchy sounds of
her current single: Shoorah!
Shooraht looks like fast becoming a
chart and discotheque success in
true Rhythm and blues style.
Betty, who recently celebrated her
21st birthday, received her first gold
disc on her 18th birthday and has
since gained various other awards

and nominations. Not bad going for
the gal who thought of herself as a
better stage performer than record
maker! Even mama agrees she's
better at acting than singing
through we're not so sure.
But what Betty lacks to age, she
a
gains in her experience as are
remarkable black singer. We her
warned not to tread on
a
intelligence just because she's of
amount
. it's not the
"minor. "

-

you've worked at your
profession, it's the effort and quality
you've put into those years."
years

Her singing career began when

she joined the family spiritual group
Echoes of Joy at the age of three.
here on Betty played all the

completely original compositions. "I
have enough material for three
albums," Betty reckons, "that Is if I
wanted to put three albums out".
This young lady's ambitions are
staked at an amazingly high level.
Betty would like to sell 25 million
records, to be number one In her
field and to perform all over the
world. And after that? "I'd like to
adds.
branch out into acting," sheshe
might
Her greatest tear Is that
of the
days
-foot
return to the bare
past, when she earned twelve dollars
of the
for singing What Becomes school.
Broken Hearted, at her highshe la the
why
explains
that
Perhaps
owner of 197 pairs of shoes.
But the days of poverty look to be
dead and buried. Instead she is

rival

a
being hailedto as
another

á -name-to° remember.
His talent is'that he writes exceptionally moving
material which he sings in an unusually emotive

voice. It is probably the most unique expression of
words and music heard in a long while.

'

His debut album is "Far Beyond These Castle Walls"
'
on A&M Records and Tapes.
Produced by Robin Cable.
AMLH 68284 CAM 68284 YAM 68284.

Chris de Burgh is currently on the
Gallagher & Lyle Tour,

Supertramp/:/

outstanding lady, Aretha Franklin.
Not bad going for this young
singer. We shoorah dig her sound
anyway.

contemporary

rt

From

local talent shows In Miami
throughout her school years. backing
Today, she has her own
group, The Clean Up Men, featuring
her Brother Philip. She says about
her performance: "Most girl artists
are cute, pretty or sweet. I have
always been a tomboy. I love to
dance and I'm very feminine when
I'm dancing. I am funky, but
sWeett"
Betty is from a religious family,
and has never experimented with
drugs, alcohol or cigarettes.to She
lose
days: "I'm too sure of myself have
me minute of reality. I must even
complete awareness. I don't I'm
like to sleep because I'm afraid
going to miss something."
As it is, most of Betty's days and
new
nights are spent writing
album,
material. Her current contains
Danger Highs Voltage

it<.
1

-

-

BY WENDY HODGSON
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INTERVIEW: DAVID HANCOCK

CAUGHT UP IN
THE ROYAL RACE
MILLIE JACK-

SON, Millie Jackson, Millie Jackson. That's all
you hear in black

music circles_
these days.
Hey Millie,

you know

do

what

they're saying
about you over
here? They're

JACKSON

saying you're the
new Queen of
Soul. They're saying Aretha and

Gladys have

blown it.
There's

the

silence on

transatlantic

phone link.

"I'm flabbergasted,

'cos over here they're
just sayln': 'Look of
Millie's been and got
herself a hit record'. "
That's a bit of an
understatement, but at
least Millie is trying to put

herself Into perspective.
The hit record Is Caught
Up
a concept soul
album dealing with that
ever likely situation, the
love triangle.
-

-

i d

....

LL

It you. n
bog tie .
and hang 12Q,

-

rl

SOUL .GOSSIP
assistance from

members of the

Crusaders. No help
from Stevie Wonder
this time although
Stevie and Minnie
are likely to get
back together some-

got the male vocal group

time for further

collaborations.
Barry White given
four prestigious Im-

age

awards

female vocal group
(Love Unlimited).

Mr. White's UK press
office is not amused at the

suggestion that maybe
the big Mr W. should've

THIS ONE was titled
Greatest Hits in the US

album, a jazz album, a
Best Of , . . compilation
plus a live double set
recorded at last weekend's sellout concert at

a

London's Rainbow
This

Friday

(7th) Is a new Javells'
single Loving You Is

Easy

and Blue -Eyed
Soul, an instrumental cut
from Carl Douglas' Kung
Fu Fighter elpee. Sweet
sensation debut album
release delayed to March
14th- St Valentine's Day
soul releases include
newles from The PhWy
Devotions
I Just Can't

by
NAACP. The citations were for Best Say Goodbye (CBS), a
Album (Can't Get 'new' Three Degrees
Enough), best pro- single on Pye lnt'nl Sugar

ducer, best male
vocalist and best

20715)

few months: a new studio

Theatre.

-

"You're jokin'

-

I'm

-

ALBUM PI NS

BOBBY WOMACK*: 1
CAN UNDERSTAND IT
(United Artists UAS

deluge of
TON about to enter award too. A from
Kool
due
the studios to record products
and the Gang in the next

album follow-up to
Perfect Angel with

built around If Lovin' You
is Wrong, because I use
anything else you've ever that so much In my act,"
heard, as Millie explores ,she added.
that oldest of all
In fact Millie also
relationships with un helped co- produce the set
nerving honesty.
and gave a hand in
very
"Oh I try
hard to writing some of the
be an honest person and If
tracks.
I don't live up to It you can
Now she's coming up
hog tie me and hang me,"
with another album,
she admitted frankly.
For instance she comes which will probably be
called Caught Up (Vol.
from a religious family urne
Two).
and like so many shut
singers her relations were
"In this one the
preachers. So you'd husband and wife get
expect her tostart singing
back together and you
In church
right?
have the girl friend's
seven superb tracks that
might get you denying

church dead. I had too
much church, I didn't
want to sing there 1 went
Sounds boring? Believe there too often."
And B you think M1We's
me It's not. The album is
built around the greatest been caught up and this is
soul cut in years
If some sort of autoblograLovin' You Is Wrong (1 pineal album forget it.
Don't Want To Be Right).
"Oh no! Ot course I've
Written by Homer Banks, run Into a few situations,
it was a smash for Luther who hasn't? But I just
Ingrams. Now Millie came up with that concept
makes it believable.
as an idea for an album.
And that's only one of
"You see it's really

,..to

MINNIE RIPER -

M LLIE

e

-

On Sunday, plus new Epic
albums (rOm Booker T.,

Evergreen, and Iabelle's
Nightbyrds set.
New Phllly releases on
Feb 28th: Love Committee's One Day Of
Peace, and a re -Issue for
the Intruders' A Nice Girl
Like You.

US

Soul Singles

and the UK title probably
hopes to cull a few extra
sales from the Just reIssued single. (and a
bloody great single It Is
too!) of the same name. A
stylist after his mentor,
the late, great Sam Cooke,
Bobby has a relaxed rap-

spattered vocal style that
turns everything he
touches Into black gold,

it his cdmic-gospel
theme song The Preachbe

1

2

HAPPY PEOPLE

2

1

FIRE

5
4

I
4

5

5

0

6

Dozier
RIfl ME
1

-

-

TIME PEOPLE

.4811 AM

- Smokey

-

Kool & The

Robinson

-

DON'T CHA LONE IT Miracles
8 PICK UP THE PIECES
- Average
it bite Band
10 DOCTOR'S ORDERS - Carol Douglas
I2 MIDNIGHT SKY Part I - Isley Bros.
s

lo

-

Ohio Players
I BELONG TO YOU
Love Unlimited
LET ME START TONITE
Lamont
Gang

8

- Temptations

or such unlikely
material as Nell Dia-

er,

mood's Sweet Caroline
and the standard Fly Me
ToThe Moon. He's also río
mean shakes as a
guitarist and is backed on
most cuts by the sort of

beautifully stumbling

funk band that typified
early slxtles soul. Only

-flaws to an otherwise

superb introduction to one
of the least acclaimed
sovereigns of soul is a
tendency for some tracks
to end with a suddenness
that

is

nothing short of

startling. That apart,

though, this Is a superb
album. Hear. Buy. Now!

G.D.
THE YOUNGHEARTS:
A TASTE OF THE
YOUNGHEARTS (20th

Century BT454)
IGNORE THE atrocious
sleeve If you can and give
this one a couple of
hearings. The Young.
hearts are a male vocal
trio probably familiar to
you only for their disco hit
Wake Up And Start
Standing- that's also the
first track on this solidly
Consistent (if not mind frazzlingly original) tilbum, and sets the pace for
what follows: solid, mid.
period Temps harmo-

nising over funksome
mainstream back ings.
Horns and strings come
care of the prolific Mr. H.
B. Barnum and are
dependably efficient with out being strikingly
original. Best cut Is the
old Jr. Walker hit What
Does It Take (To Win
Your Love) which gets a
tricksy but highly efflcacious re-run and would
make a fine single.
G. D.

reaction," she eagerly
explained.
'

BRASSY -SASSY
"It's not quite as brassy
last one and
there are three country
. sassy as the

and western tunes on it.
But after that it will not be
continued. That Is deftnitely the end."
There are plans afoot to
bring her over to England
on a Spring soul package
that will also tour Europe,
but she doesn't know yet
whether it will work out.
She was here two years
ago when she did 56 shows
in 30 days, due to double
booking.
"I don't want to do that
again," she said. "I
would not come back

under those circumstances.

"In America we play
two nights in the same

town and I didn't know
about the English system
of two towns In the same

night "

She started singing on

the black ghetto

"chlttiin'
circuit" in 1962 but it
wasn't for another ten
years before she cut her
first album, simply titled
Millie Jackson.

Many of her American
hits from that album were
never released in Britain
as singles, though It
Hurts So Good was
featured In the film
Cleopatra Jones,
That was when her

name started

being

bandied about as Aretha
Franklin's successor.
Successor or not there's
plenty of room for Millie,
Aretha and Gladys in the
black music world. In
fact she'd be the first to

laugh at being called
Queen of Soul.

7975
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really great, all

sorts of Japanese
introductions, you
know, Chinese style
",

...

Marshall Thompson of

the Chi-Lites breaks into a
huge grin and paddles to

and fro Chinese-style
acmes

the hotel room,
while the tape plays It's

Time For Love, currently
favourite to follow Toby,
their present single.
It's Holiday Inn time
once again, folks, and the
Chi-Lites are half -way
through their first week of

cabaret at Bailey's,
Leicester. It's been

nearly eighteen months
since they were last here,
in Britain and since then

-they've notched

up
several successes In the
Have You Seen
charts
Her and Too Good To Be

-

Forgotten amongst them.

trip there are
only three Chi-Lites:
On this

Marshall, Eugene Record
and Robin 'Squirrel'
Lester. Creadel Jones is
Continuing the on -off
relationship he's been
having with the band for

sometime going off to do
his own thing, re -joining
for a while and then
leaving again.
"At the moment we're
trying out a new guy, T.
C. Anderson," Marshall
explained, "but the most
Important thing is the
audience reaction. Like U
we get someone who's got
the right sound, that's
great, but It could be
totally wrong personality wise. At the moment, the
three of us are O.K. , and
I'd rather keep it like that

rrlf W

'r

bY1
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fin
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Eugene Is the originator with the band, and the
songwriter. He also does
the mixing for their
records.
people really think of
the Chi-Lites as a group
who sing pretty songs.
We do harmonies, you
know, that's the sound
that the people seemed to
like, and it's the sound
we've tried to stay with,"
Marshall explained as he
flashed another of his
great grins. "When It
comes to mixing and
producing, Eugene is the
best. He gets those really
they
pretty sounds
kinda hover In the air. B
we was to try something
with a bit more funk, then
maybe Squirrel would do

-
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you won't want to rotas
then you'll see Marshall

bopping around and

flashing his teeth. Along
with Billy Jackson of the
Tymes, he has to be one of
the few people who really
looks as if he's enjoying
everything he does.

"It's

the

love sound,
that's what we stick
with," he added. "You
know, they've been a few
acts who've started with
love songs and been

successful but then

they've changed. For our
kind of group though, it's
really the only thing. Lots
of love."
And 'the group. found
plenty of love when they

bounced onto stage.
Backing them was Dynamic Sound, who pro-

vided them with just the
right amount of sound,
including a four -piece
brass section.

After

a

couple

of

numbers from the band, -it
was, "ladles and gentlemen, from the United
States of America, the one
and on
and only"
they bounced, rivalling
the Delfonics for natty
attire with their pale blue
suits and bow ties.
Strangely enough, the
opening number was the

...
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The encore number,

The Coldest Day Of My
Life revealed quite a few
pre -chart success fans,
and It was with that tear.
that the act'

hits, I Found
Sunshine. The pace was
slick, as was the
own

They included most of

their more recent num-

bers, and then slowed the
lipace down with The First
me Ever I Saw Your
Face.
Toby and Stoned Out Of

My Mind, which for some
reason never did much
here, got the mood up

again and they climaxed
with Homely Girl. This
number had us up and
slapping, and a nice touch
was getting girls from the
audience up on stage,
with each of the band
singing his part of the
song to the girl he had his
arm around. The British
love a bit of audience
participation
so much
so that the Chi-Lites sang

-

it again with three
different girls.

If*

arh.at
A

-

finished to another

choreography, and Eugene was in trait for most
of the lead vocals In the
act: singing ea though he

meant every word he
sang, while Squirrel
always looked the smooth
dude of the act and
Marshall kept on smiling.

amt m wort
darn a hit

t:.40

standing ovation.
Talking to Marshall
afterwards, I asked him if
he

didn't ever worry

about coming off the stage
and moving amongst the
audience
"Well, you know, on our
first night here, I didn't
do that But you know,
you feel that you're
holding back, and I don't
think that's so good. I
only do it In clubs,
otherwise It can get a bit
dangerous.
"We were playing In the
Virgin Isles, you know,
there were about 3,000
kids there, and I was
reaching out and they
were grabbing hold. It
was my own fault In a
way, 'cause I pulled back
and fell over. Busted my
arm! I've never heard
3,000 people go so quiet so
quick, soon as they
realised what'd happened. But I still signed
their autographs at the
end, busted arm an' all
all the way to the
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Moremorena

five. A few years later
they'd trimmed down to
four, had innumerable
hassles with assorted
record labels and not
much success. Then in '68
they signed with Brunswick, who they're still with,
and things started working out from then on.
1970 saw them with
their first big commercial
hit (For God's Sake Give
More) Power To The
People, and since then
they've gone from one
literal strength to anoth-

And Marshal? Well, if

'a

me"

rill

C' because
they all hailed from
Chicago), there were

you get a chance to see
and It's a show
them
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NEWCASTLE HOTELS just
up to It, people roaming
around the corridors at three
In the morning. It's in bed by
eleven and up for the early

aren't
shift.

So when Splinter plus
backing band arrive back late
from recording a set for
Geordie Scene, hotel management training course etiquette
goes straight out the window,
especially when the strains of
a saxophone drift up from
reception through the drum-

mer's plughole.

With just a towel to hide
his embarrassment he
bolts down stairs to join
the jam, by which time
the plano player has
heard the word and
arrived as well.

Harold's got no
chance when he comes
hairing down the stairs
clutching a guitar, bangs
So

his amp on the counter,
plugs In and starts to

play.

"Now that's boogey,
real boogey," shouts

Harold.
I don't care says the
manager, you can't do it
here,
And the porter was Just
getting Into It reckons Btll
Elliot from Splinter.

Harold "the wig"

Bergen had- been helping
Splinter out with bacidngon the TV set, something
which turned out to be
quite an ordeal, Harold is

affectionately known as

"the wig" because he has
got just that But no
ordinary one, no Haroldls
'

a cosmic kid and he's got
a multi -coloured wig. so

while they were

on

the

recording the camera
kept panning In

on It.

'75 hopefuls

reckoned Bob, "we'd
have been a little more
sheepish about men-

Iv

uoning the Beatles. But I
got off on them at the time
and still do, and there Is
some Beatle motivatinn In

SPLINTER

my songs.
"In fact I've got songs I
wrote around the Beatles'
era In line which I'd love
to record someday."
The next step on the

have been out

Sneaking in the
backdoor

Billy, "and when he's
pleased we believe It

added

explained Bobby. "The
date was just slipped in at
the last moment We went
on

"He was the star,"
"Our whole career
reckoned Billy, "we were been one step in fronthas
of
all so busy laughing at the other, play it by
ear,"
him-"
explained Bob Purvis the
The Geordie Scene other Splinter, "so we've

their single Costaflne

Town. Now you might
think that they'd find
some more lucrative way
of spending their time
now they're famous, Ake
going on the road for
example, but not Splln
ter. They were brought
up a thousand chart
positions away from Top
of the Pops and know that
just because they've had
one break with one single.
it doesn't mean It's going
to last.

'

"We just went to clear
the bar with guitars and a

clapping and, slning In no
no time. I think the

more record success
before we headline any

audience

But Splinter, being
Inquisitive boys, had to
find out how they would

go down live. So away

from the glare of publicity
they fixed themselves up
a couple of secret gigs,
just to see what would
happen. One was at

would go on stage,"
added Bobby, "and now
we're dying to do more.
But we still laugh to
ourselves when we're
asked for autographs,

Bournemouth with Hot
Chocolate and the other at
Aberystwyth with Charlie
and the Wldeboys.
"At Aberystwyth it was

.

people had heard of us."'

get off, on the

fact that you're trying,.
and of course they relate
to Costafine Town.
"But a few good gigs
doesn't mean anything.
They might have been,
freaks.
"We just played those
two dates to see how we

'

amazing how many

meloes.

kazoo had everyone

got no plans to go,ai the
road as yet. We'd -like

gigs.

first and things went

really well. They reckon
we're the first support
band since the Tre-

and when we meet people
like Elton John and even

George

we're still

to see It selling so well In

amazed! We're still

serving our apprenticeship they've done theirs.
"With George there's
still that thing where he's
A Beetle, It's like working
with an Idol. So when we
recorded the album (The
Place I Love) he was
producing so we let him
get on with lt. But
perhaps I didn't say all
'that I wanted to, not that I
had any valid cr`ltldsms
to make anyway. We just
accepted that he knew far

pleased with

"We'll probably be In a
better position to help on
the next album,. that's 1f
George can find time off
to produce it."
Bobby would like to get
the album recorded

before May, because after
the hayfever deadline he
can't sing a note. But all
the.tracks for the album
are written and ready,
more than they need or
know what to do with
really. They're hoping
that this album will take
up where the other one
left off. Both were very
pleased with the reception
for that.
"We're really pleased

It,"

added

because he knows what
he's talking about.
"We make no bones
about the fact that people

probably bought the
album because Billy
Preston or someone was
on It. But we were
satisfied because it's a
very full album.
"I don't play It very

more about it than us.

Ger MORE 5PcTs 77-iAN MY
DAL

America." said Bobby.
"And George was very

recording scene for
Splinter is a new single
called Drink All Day,
which is taken off the first
album, though they've
released another track
from that album, China
Light, for the US.

on the roan

appearance Is one of a
number of TV and radio
dates Splinter have been
doing since they became
nationally known through

8, 1975

much but when I do I'm

impressed and I'm

pleased I'm impressed."
One of the tracks on the
album will be the theme
music to a,film made by

ex-Beatle roadie Mal
Evans called Little

Malcolm and his Struggle
Against The Eunuchs, in
which Splinter appear

briefly.
This

Is

yet another

connection the boys have
with the Beatles, because

apart from their liaison
with George Harrison,
Bill used to work at Apple
and both of the boye are
great Beetle fans.
we'd had this
Interview a year eel,"

"If

"Drink All Day was

a

majority decision,"
Billy. "We don't

think It's the best track on
the album, but everyone
seemed to think It should
be released as a single
Including George's dad.
We hope It'll do better
than Costaftne Town.
mean we were
surprised as any new
band would be that It got
in the charts and we were

"I

literally flabbergasted
when It got In the Top 20.
"Andy Fairweather

Lowe said it was good that
we got In the charts just
as a duo, because ff you
need five or six people
behind you It means the
song's not so good
"In fact the duo format
has gone down very well,
especially in the north
and that's the way It's

going to stay. We've
shown that audiences can
get off on a guitar and a
Kazoo, and anyway you

get all

that clash of
personality stuff In a
band."
Yes, they've learnt
from the Beatles.

a lot

Musr TRY GLOW , A BEAUTY
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of Rollers"

change.

"We feel an awful lot
happier writing our own
more
material. It'll

satisfyingknowing our
records are hits because
we wrote them," he
assures me.

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY
&
OF

POPSWOP

sf11 gonna be

explains Eric. "There
won't . be any drastic

---I,

.. .i
sir

ha

:

4,

If
,tr

L

change'

BY WENDY HODGSON

the same
'

'. i

,1

pill:.

so
"

T

says Eric

1

to

man, who has Sweet and
Alex Harvey under his
wing.

best charts

.
a+

Eric Faulkner,
the Rollers simply wanted a
change by breaking
away from their
songwriters who,
they all agree,
contributed greatly
to the group's

The Rollers are now
with a new producer /
songwriter, Phil Wain -

and the

!There'II
be no

+ár

friends!"

soul extra

r

group's independence or the "big
star bit," 'even if
they have shaken
off old ties, now
that their roots are
firmly established
in the pop market.

"We're very grateful
for everything Bill and
Phil have done for us!
"We learnt such a lot
from them! chimes the
Scottish tones of Eric
Down the receiver.
"We're still very good

special

FILL IN THIS
COUPON AND
TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

writers, Bill Martin and Phil Coulter, is over.

devastating success.

- Poster
Wigan

month clanship
(sic) between the
band and their
producers / song-

According

PLUS !

S

A

.

beens, particularly
now that an 18

to prove the

from the
secret tile

1

lide r+.1,

followers would
relish the idea of
the Bay City
Rollers- as has-

The split was not

-Sensations

o

1111».--

.

The teenage dreams
are hurtling back this
month with a re arranged version of a
former Four Seasons hit,
Bye -Bye Baby. Did this
mean they were lacking
confidence in their own,
self penned, material.
Eric replies: "No. We
think that if a song is
strong enough. and good
enough to be a hit, we will

release it whether we've

written it or not.
"We wrote a few songs
for Rollin' " he emphasires. And they, did
indeed. They came up

with a lovely Latin American number, written by Eric and Woody,
called Just A Little Love.
The last four weeks
have been spent busily in
the recording studios
writing and compiling
tracks for the Rollers'
second album. Eight of
these tracks were written
by the lads themselves.

"We have

so much
that we could

material

issue another album next

week!" claims Eric.
But what if the Rollers
find It Impossible to get a
hit record with their own

-

melodies

a

nasty

suggestion yes, but it is a
thought! Eric has the

perfect answer: "U the
record wasn't better than
our last, we'd never have
released
place.

it in the first

"If we did make the
mistake of releasing one
of our songs which turned
out to be a flop, we'd all
have a good think about it
and find out where we
went wrong."
The Rollers' most
credible single so far has
got ,to be Keep On
Dancing. "This record
always goes down well,"
agrees Eric. "People are
still asking for copies of It

in the shops, but
Unfortunately it's no
Longer available. We
have

a

re

arranged

version of

Keep On
Dancing, which L personally prefer, featured on
our forthcoming album."
This album, as yet
untitled, is scheduled for
release in March.
The Bay City Rollers
are facing an Interesting
and hectic few months. A
40 date tour is lined - up
for April, and in between
Is the long awaited
Roller's TV series appro-

priately titled Shang
Lang.

a

One particular Roller's
fan leaving school at
Easter is looking for parttime employment so that
she won't miss this
forthcoming TV spectacular! Now that's what we
call a truly devoted and
dedicated pop fan!
Shang a Lang will be
shown throughout the
entire country for a total
of 15 weeks. Hosting the
show of course, are the

boys, who will

be

appearing In front of an
audience of 400. The
security men will have to
be well endowed (with
muscles) to prevent
scenes like the stage siege
when the Rollers appeared on the 45 show.
Eric tells the story. "We
were half way through a
number when all the fans
rushed

on to

the stage

knocking aside the
cameras and their crew.
It was great- fun, I hope

this sort of thing happens
on our TV series!" Hope
you know what you're
letting yourself In for
having said that Erie!

Regular meetings are
held for putting forward
ideas and suggestions for
the show. "We'd like to
show everyone how we
get sounds and effects on
our records In the
studios!" he continues.
There'll be lots of
surprises in store. "
Each week there will be
a life - story of each

individual Roller "With

real funny photos of us
when we were younger,"
laughs Eric.
"1i'e will choose our
own guests and most will
be young groups who still

mom

haven't made It. It's
really very difficult for
young bands to make
names for themselves; we
should know 'cause it
happened

NEW ALBUM

taus!"

Basically, It will be a
musical programme, the
first of ft's kind the
Rollers have ever taken
part in. They, themselves
will sing three or four
numbers aside, of course,
from all the other goodies
and packages they have
In store for us.
There can't be any
doubt now, that the
Rollers will continue in
their splendid and entertaining way even though

tjpert.._...rrrtt'd1

former two songwriters
who wrote the group's
previous smash hits.
They've proven they
possess the qualities an,
professionalism it takes'
remain in the business
their own esteem. and
say good luck to 'em!

Once again, undoubtedly
brilliant, undoubtedly
Hammond.
'Albert Hammond' a
superb new album
available now on
MUMS 80026

they're without their

we-a,
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many letters
defending Boa te, and
chose to print this one as It
contained everything the
other letters argued
I received

Love met
Dear Face.
I'd just like to second
"Amy of Bournemouth"
(R&PM Jan 251 she said
that she enjoyed your
page and your comments.
I too think
repliesour
are bloody yfunny
funny
quite reasonable So ya
boo to all the bile punks

write in and
complain. Keep up the
good work, Its a good job
who

some people can take

about.

'carrot

a

head" carrot head.

a

joke.

Tong

A Fare fan, London.
Well bow about that. This
Is gonna make It heaven
for anyone w ho complains
from now on (? )

:

Dear Face,
In your R&PM issue
dated Jan 25 the Poll
Results. were published
Ninth in the British Single
section was Sweet with
Teenage Dream Sweet
have never sung Teenage
Dream so could you

Vegetable
Dear Face.
.If only we could get our
hands on that Wilma
Allen from Ayrshire, we'd
make sure she didn't say
any ridiculous things
about Bowie again. Who
the hell does she think she
is? She obviously couldn't

Oh, sorryabout

calling you

have listened to any of his
albums. She must need
her head tested II she

1.W...>

please correct your

6

mistake.

thinks that that fat, hairy
chested, walking Brillo
pad can sing. Oh and we
don't ltke being called
"carrot heads" okay?
Bowie fans, Glamorgan.

Sweet tan, Dumbarton.

We wondered

whether

anyone would spot our

deliberate mistake, good

know it should have read
T. Rex . . . Teenage
Dream. Now will you got
off my back, huh.

--------M-ti-tI
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Dear Fáce,
I'm glad to see all your
letters slag male groups.
Thus means that female
groups such as Fanny are
just perfect So one up to
us girls, you male
chauvernist pigs!

Marie

(SAME DAY SERVICE ON ORDERS)
(DON'T WAIT WEEKS... OURS

y
Pigs

would. The following
letter gets my "thleko of
the month" award.
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excuse, and as you should
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ELVIS FANS.I
ELVIS WORLDWIDE
DISCS
61 GRAFTON ROAD
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46 South Clerk Street

Edinburgh 9

correct answers opened will
win. Send to: Alan Edwards,
Record & Popswop Mirror
(Comp 4), Spotlight House, 1
Benwell Road, London N7
7AX. GoocfLuck!

Congratulations to last
week's winners (listed
below), who will receive

their prizes very shortly.
1. Laurence Mannion, 146
Boyer St. , Derby. 2. S.
Tahernia, 14 Brookfield
Park, London, NW5. 3. Mr
G. Styles, 43 Cleveland Rd. ,
Chichester, Sussex. 4. Paul
Thompson, 11 St Andrews
Avenue, Thorpe, Norwich. 5.

J.

Osborne,

14

Duncan

Drive, Guildford, Surrey.

Dear Face,
I wish to tell all readers
of R&PM that the only
female vocalist worthy of

any praise Is Marie
Osmond. It's disgusting
that she only came fourth
in the International

She came nowhere In the British
Section which shows how
Ignorant the voters are In
not recognising real
tamale talent. O. K. the
rest of the Osmond family
may not be up to much but
Marie Is an absolute
dream to look at and to
listen to.
Mick Ralphs, Romford.
Of course she didn't come
anywhere in the British
Section, she's not British
is she, she's one of yer
actual Americans ain't
she? Get it right stoopid

. The Face. Anything you
OK, here l am then
want to write about, argue about or complain
here's the place to send it to. Mall your
about
comments to: The Face. Record & Popswop
Mirror. Spotlight House, 1 Hen well Road,
London, N7.
.

.

-

Section.

u

eai high
Dear Face,
I thought the R&PM
poll results were quite
reasonable apart from
one thing, the stage act.
The children who voted
the Bay City Rollers into
second place could never
have seen them live. I
saw them at the Pier
Pavilion, Lowestoft and
when they came on stage
they had been at the
booze. They forgot most
not their words and could
not reach the high notes.
Queen fan. Lowestoft

Funny, drink always

makes me hit the high
spots. You should have
seen me lent Saturday or
Sunday or Monday

...

Bedazzled
Dear Face,
Just who the hell does
that Gary and Rollers fan
think she is? Just take a
look at the International
Section of the R&PM poll
and you will Md that
Gary Glitter and his
records were not mentioned. By comparison I
11 may add
that' Donny
ni came 5th in the male
section, Marie 4th in the
IIfemale section. the group
themselves 3rd in the

St
Dear Face,
I was surprised to see
Showaddywaddy out of
the reckoning for the best
newcomer of 1974 in your

poll..

1

don't think their

fans appreciate how good
they really are. They
produced arguably the
best rock 'n' roll single of
the year and their debut
album is unique in that
every track is, sheer

entertainment. If they
Can produce

that sort of

group section and Love
Me For A Reason let in
the single section. After
all that the Cary tan must
see who the petty artist
really is, or is she too
dazzled by the glitter to
see it?
Male Osmond tan, No
Address.
A male Osmond fan, gee
I'll be getting letters from
male Bay City Rollers
fans next.

Ott key
Dear Face.
It you don't

interview on keyboard
king Rick Wakeman I
won't buy

your stupid
paper any more. Rick
Wakeman, if you've
heard of him, has made
two solo albums, both are
brilliant Judging from
the answers you write
to
readers, letters you sound
a great thick dunce.
Bet
you a quid you don't print
this letter.
No Name or Address
supplied
You owe
quid
bunter.
returnt
kro
the

music on their fin, album
I shudder to think what
they can achieve In the
future. When I saw them
in Manchester I wan
amazed to see how much
notion and energy they
put into their act. So cones
on, let's have a bit of

recognition for the

World's greatest rock 'o'
roll band.
Paul Connor. Cheshire.
Greatest rock o roil band
Is debateable but your
letter earned you a t2.50
record token Paul. You
are this week's star writer,

compliment, brick. Of
course I've heard of Rick

Wakeman, I have both of
his albums and I too am
looking forward to his

third. Nutt

Too

%aid.

late

Dear Face,
I was absolutely disgusted

and shocked to
read that David Essex
has got to move again, the
third time. These no
called fans can't be real
fans if they constantly
bother and pester him at
home making his and his
family's life a complete
misery. Surely our stars
are entitled to some

privacy.

Jockey Croker, Berks

Quite right, B any of you
lot out there are reading
and
nd helped In ills
derision to move again,
well I hope you're happy.
And you wonder why
some of the stars have to
hire bodyguards to
protect themselves from
this kind of thing. Some
people take Idol worship
too far.
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BLADE: How Does It Feel (Polydor
mgt s47I
Another two songs from Flame
and the A -side is very different from
the usual Slade material, with far

-

less
on

reliance m guitars and far more

an orchestral arrangement.
There's a gentle plano Intro before

Noddy', voice comes In. singing in
an almost subdued voice.
Even
when the song kicks off, the
arrangement is very different Be
interesting to see the fans reaction,
but I don't think they'll have too
much trouble succeeding.

7

C

-

The Secrets

MUD:

lust

kJ

should be left

unnecessary way.

AVERAGE WHITE

BAND: Pick Up The
Pieces (Atlantic K10489)
Previously released last
year without achieving
loo much In the way of
chart success, AVB have
since gone from strength
to strength, especially In
the States, where this
went to number five.
Because of that, Atlantic
have decided to re-release
It still sounds as good
as It did before: a funky

REVIEWED BY SUÉ BYROM

You Keep (Flak

special Valentine
cover on this new
A

single, where Les
and the lads seem to
have decided to keep
on the Elvis kick and
have another bash
with a fairly down
tempo sang. I personally thought that
Lonely This Christ-

It

Instrumental number,

With the soul sound

having taken off recently,
It should have a good
chance of success.
MIKE MeGEAR: Sea
Breezes In Love / Glvin'
Grease A Ride (Warner
Bros. K 18520)
Double A -side from Our
Kid, and on Sea Breezes,
he sounds more like Paul

mas was the worst
record Mud had dine
to date, and hated the

Elvis impression.

Although there is
more backing from
the rest of the lads
than as the previous
single, it'svery much
in the same vein.
Shame, because they
can do some great

y

(MGM 2008 492)

to-wrote this number, also recently

released his own

merriment, and funk

-style.
PAUL McCARTNEY
AND WINGS: Sally
O (Apple R 5999)
Weeeee ha, let's go
hoe - down with Paul
and the band to
Tennessee, fiddle
Osmond

playing

and all.

Very pleasant

and

everything, but I
wonder what the

reaction would have
been if it hadn't been
sung by Paul McC
and friends. Not
really something to set
the turn

tables on fire.
SWEET DREAMS: The
Beet Of Everything
-

(Bradley, 7561)
Here comes Polly Brown
again in her darker
image, with a nice,
bounce
along number
with a good catchy tune
behind it The male half
of the dolo contributes a
bit more on this one, and it
should be an obvious
chart contender.
JANIS JOPLIN: Me And
Bobby McGee (CBS 7019)
This is a classic Joplin
number from her Pearl
album

showing her
slightly less frantic

amazing voice In one of its
monde.

The song really
doesn't need any Introduction, more
of a why
has - it been released
question.

WILLIE HUTCH:
OF THE BEAST MARK
(Tamla
Motown 5TML11280)
WILLIE HUTCH has all
the

for pos-

ingredients
tuture soul super -

stardom neatly displayed
th this, his third
solo
a lg with Tamla; he did
all the arrangements,
"rote 95 per cent of the
material and produced it

with accompanying backing vocalists and full orchestration. The combination
doesn't go somehow.
NEIL SEDAKA: The
Queen Of 1984 (Polydor
hear him

what they most certainly
are. Tight funk that's
already a great favourite
In the discos, strong bass
riffs running all through
it. It's only a matter of
time before they make it,
they've got everything

Barnum, who

2058 548)

singles there were by
established chart names,
and It should be good for
some f ghting In the
charts. I don't know

EMPEROR ROSKO: Al
Capone (Trojan TR 7949)

In my -tar

-

.

When I was sorting out all
the singles this week I
thought what a lot of

else.

PICK OF THE WEEK

.

p

'

than Paul sometimes
different. Having grown
up with a mellow yellow
Donovan,' it's strange to

the States, like the song
says, when you're hot
you're hot, and that's

Party

version, which didn't
quite take oft Now
The Osmonds have
released It, and who
wants to bet that this
will make It? Obviously lots of party
noises and general

í

(Mercury 8187 058)
Huge hit for the Ohlos in

THE OSMONDS:
H. B.

.

EMPEROR ROSKO-OHIO PLAYERS: Fire

numbers.

A

club-

material, being slower
and dramatic in an

194)

Having

- fora

/ cabaret performance.

The rapping intro never
sounds successful on a
single, and the song Itself
Isn't nearly as strong as
some of their previous

away

NEIL SEDAKA

about fighting having
listened to a few of them
now, more like surrender! From Sedaka comes
this dreadful saga of an
over - aged groupie sung
to some kind of samba

does- Both sides are from

his

McGear album.

Taking Sea Breezes first,
there are about four
changes of pace on this

Bryan Ferry song,

Including a seml - reggae
phase, which makes It
difficult to see how it
would go down with
listeners. The flip A Is a
given us so many great McCartney song and a
songs recently, where on McCartney production,
earth did this come from? and Is one of the
O'JAYS: Sunshine Part Deadman's Curve - type
songs
screaming tyres
11, (Philadelphia P1R
2950)
in the background. Can't
From the O'Jays Live In see either of them doing
London album, this is much, but the latter gets
really where the track my vote.
r.
MIKE McGEAR
beat and oohs and aahs
from anonymous voices in
the background. Having

-

itl>i

SHIRLEY & COMPANY: SHAME,
SHAME, SHAME (All Platinum 8148 301)
First on a new label` that's being run

under the guiding hand of Sylvia (Pillow
Talk) Robinson, who also wrote this single.
It's the best disco.record I've heard in ages,
and it's one of those -records that once
heard, wiggles away in the brain and drives
you mad. It's a huge smash in the clubs and
if it doesn't make number one I'll sulk for
months.
himself. The result Is an
album that's impossible
to fault technically but
lacking In that extra little
spark that sets the really

great apart from the
merely competent. As
things stand, Mark Of the

Beast is a pleasant but
unstartling blend of
contemporary soul styles
(Whitfield, Curtis Mayfield etc.) that promises
more for the future than it
delivers right now.
G. D.
SUZI QUATRO: YOUR
MAMMA WON'T LIKE
ME (RAK 191)
Funk hits Ms. Quatro
on this new single with a

much fuller backing
sound that stirs things up

and sets them down in a

.

i

d

keeps you dancing right
the way through. Perhaps nob the same

immediate drive as their
last one, bula winner all
the same.

PARLIAMENT: UP FOR
THE DOWN STROKE

(CASABLANCA CBX
505)

American funk that's
- made for current
strong
disco dancing
bass and brass sections,

tailor

-

few whistles
thrown in for good luck.

with

They say that the

childhood, you could

the way the Americans
dance Is that one dances

down

difference between the
way the British dance and

normally find me at the
Acropolis coffee bar in

on the up beat, the other
on the down beat, so this
one should work as a good

rarely off the juke - box
sung by Prince Buster

very soulful way. There's compromise.
still Suzl's vocals ripping
through the whole thing,
PAPER LACE: HIT
but the combined sound Is
CHIN' .4 RIDE '75 (BUS
certainly one of the best STOP 1M4)
things she's done.
It took much beating of
heads against walls and
THE JAVELLS FEAfurrowing of brows before
TURING NOSMO KING:
we managed to remember
LOVIN' YOU IS EASY
that this song was
(P YE 7N 45435)
previously a hit for
Follow-up to Goodbye
Vanity Fayre. Light and
stays
Say
Nothing To
.bouncy, It doesn't have a
pretty close to the
lot of depth. but maybe
rhythms set out in the
something a
first single: fast beat that people fancyflighty
side.
Ilttle on the
swings into a chorus and
-

J

DONOVAN

a

town Folkestone,
was

I

and not Rosko, I hasten to
add. It's a great blue
beat number (remember
blue -beat, kiddies?), and
it's a shame they haven't
re - released that version.
Still, for the present
generation this is a not
unreasonable alternative,
and that beat Ls as good as

I

-

where this record

HOME
MOVIES

-

ever.
DONOVAN: Rock And
Roll Souljer (Epic 3037)
The title looks like
Donovan learnt to spell at

the same school as Slade,
but the vocals are very

BEATLES

* Hard Days Night* Hey hide
*
I

*

*

Let It Be

ELVIS

*

ROLLING STONES

In Concert

Gimme Shelter
Rolling Stones
on Tour

DAVID BOWIE

*

lean Genie

I

MOVIE BUYS

-

E5

Postfach 404 CH 8027 Zurich,
Switzerland.

AND RECORDS
8mm, Super 8
16mm

i

Beatles in Hard Days Night,
Hey hide, etc. Paul McCar(
ney, Rolling Stones in Hooky
Toni( Woman, Brown Sugar,
ets. and Elvis, Alice Cooper,
David Bowie and more and
more of your favorites. Show
these collectors films on your
own projector or receive a
film viewer, send now for
FREE CATALOG.
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'The, leading lights in the sdunds business
Your sounds are right, exciting, almost perfect. What's missing ? Meteor Lighting. Thé
professionals. Visual effects designed with your sounds in mind. To blend, mix, elevate, excite,
stimulate. Create a whirlpool of sound and light sensatións. The range is enormous. On your
wavelength. Ready for you, Meteor Lighting. The leading lights in the sounds business.

Meteór Lighting Ltd
Lamb Houser Church Street. London W4 2PB

Telephone: 01 995 4551
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.JOHNNIE WALKER now
credits himself with having
one of the best disco set-ups in

the country. He's been
developing his shows over the
last six months, so now when
he goes around the country he
reckons he gives pretty góod
value for money. Most of the
halls and clubs where he plays
hold between 500 and 3,000
people, so you can imagine It

pretty terrifying prospect
having all those faces staring
at you.

was down in Taunton

recently at the Club
Camelot. and it was really
strange. I was putting on
the

23

The Johnnie

is a

'1

1975

Walker
rt

Road Show

records, and instead

of the kids dandng, they
were crowding a round the
stage staring at me.

I

"I felt I should have
on my
head or
something. It is then that
you have to be more of an
entertainer than a disc
jockey.
"Other clubs you go to
like Racquet's to Basildon, they'll really get into
the music. It was at
Racquet's that I picked
up on the Rupie Edwards'
single.
stood

Ms Grace
Tymes '
2 Never Can Say Goodbye
Gloria Gaynor
3
Only One Woman
Nigel 011son
4 The Bump
Kenny
5
Down Down
Status Quo
6
Can Help
Billy Swan 7 Boogie On Reggae Woman
Steve Wonder
8 Are You Ready To Rock
Wizzard
1

5

"Radio One wasn't

playing it at the time, and
as the kids seemed to like

it so much when I got
back to London I put it on
my show. Since then it
became a Top 30 hit.
"The same sort of thing
happens all around the
country, and I picked up

the Dandy Livingstone
single, Suzanne Beware
Of The Devil, when I was

Birmingham.

"The discos are very
useful for my radio show
in that they keep me
aware of what is

sss

-

Walker
Radio One',
then they should have
something a bit special.
"1 use some really good
stereo equipment, and at
the moment I'm thinking
of moving In to the Quad
market, but one step at a

sM'1'"eefli

know how

around the country with
the costs as they are."

Johnnie talks about his
cisco equipment . .

IT HASN'T been an easy

bringing all the

equipment together. One
of his main critirlsms of
the disco burliness
is that

there

isn't any

one
company that
you ran go
H you require a
sound
system of the type
he
to

require,.
It's great if you want a
relatively small
system.
In Mitch case you can go
to somebody like Roger
Squire (where Johnnie
sent first oft),
but if you
require something
in the
region of 1,400 watts, in
his
I

opinion, there is
nobody.
I've built up my
present system
over t e
ast six
months with the

Tamla
Warners

Help Me Make It Through The Night
John Holt
Trojan
10 Shoo Rah Shoo Rah
Betty Wright
RCA
11
Now I'm Here
Queen
EMI
12
Goodbye My Love
Glitter Band
Bell
13 Doctor Love
Pearls
Bell
14 Under My Thumb
Wayne Gibson
15 Get Dancin'
Disco Tex
Chelsea
16 Toby
Brunswick
Chi Lites
17 Do It Till You're Satisfied
B.T. Express
9

some of the groups are
going to survive going

task in

Monument

..

especially

"I don't

Vertigo

\

What is most worrying
for Johnnie is the increase
Petrol-

RAK

ez

time."

In costs,

Rocket

1

happening around the
country.
"I work on the principle
that if the kids are paying
more on the door to come
In and see 'Johnnie

MGM

1

on
In

'RCA

help of my roadie, Martin
I started off with a

Saye1L

Roger Squire Chronic
console, specially fitted
out with Bang & Olufsen
turntables adapted for
Instant start
"The turntables continue lo track even with the
stage vibration, and have
lasted very well, especially when you realise they
are being put too use they
were never designed for
Then, In the console I've
got a Ilegergqulre Jingle
Machine fitted.
"I don't use many
jingles. though the machine is very useful for
playing short interview
tricks Iromi albums.

Jingles- are

a

very

individual thing, and 'I
won't use them unless

the stage free of wires. As
a back-up, Johnnie also

a lead mlo, which
also comes Into use when
he has anyone up on stage

they are of as good a
quality as the music I'm

carries

"Frown the deck, the
goes into two
Amman DC SOOA amplifiers, and this passes Into
either the Emphasis Bass
Cabinets or into the
Vitavox High Frequency
Horns. I use four of each,
but the original speakers
in the bass cabinets blew
up when I first used them,
so I now use Gauss
speakers Mere- "
As regards the microphone, Johnnie use, an

for competitions.

playing.

sound

Audac Radio Mier.

ophone. This means that
he can wander all over

Lighting is the other
item on the list for
Johnnie. At the moment
he is looking into the Idea
of using big -screen
projection at his gigs.
He's thinking of this in
favour of video, mainly
because of the difficulties
of carrying four or five

television monitors

around with him
Anyway, for the moment he is just using some
Rank Aidis Tutor Two
projectors together with
- ome strobe tights.

18
19

January
Pilot
Mandy
Barry Manilow

EMI

Arista

You Can Have It All
Jayboy
George McCrae
This month's chart was compiled with the help
of returns from 61 disc jockeys from around the
20

country.
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FIFTY
ROSKO

SINGLES

WIN!

TO

HERE YA then, a chance to win
a copy of the new single from the
Emperor Rosko. This particular
record out on Trojan, goes under
the title of Al Capone. We've got
50 copies to give away, and all
we want you to do Is answer
these three questions about
Rosko and the Trojan label:
1 In which country was Rosko
born?
2 Which band did Rosko first
introduce on stage? Was it:
The Dave Clark Five, The
Stones or the Beatles? A clue,
it was In Paris.
3 How many volts has John Holt
got on his latest album?

ROSKO CONTEST COUPON
Name
Age

Address

Write your answers on the
coupon, together with your
name, age and address, and
L
send it to the address shown.

To: Rosko Competition, Record b Popswop
Mirror, PO Box 195, 1, Benwell Road, London
N7, Closing date: 24 February, 1975.

a

THE DiSCO biggies
are heading your
way in grand style
this February.

First off my pile this
month is a single from
Bobby Womack, 1 Can

Understand It, an the
United Artists label. It's
a great little number first
put on disc In 1972. Given
the chance, It could make
the grade.
Everybody, is the

current title from Brine.
ley Schwarz, also on UA,
and could register if the

Single

sounds you play are on
the heavier side.
Probably the record
with the best chance of
making It this month Is

Fine Girl.

the old hit, Brandy Was A

well, it has to be a big hit.

With the new words,
and judging by the fact

from Barry Manilow, that it
Mandy. It is a re- hash of! Number

has just been
One In the States.

That's
label.
I

on

soundings.
the

Arista

Iiked the chart

contribution fróm Johnny
Rivers last year, Six
Days On The Road, but I

(Z

can't

see his newle,
Sitting In Limbo making
the

50

when

the others

didn't. Johnny Rivers Is
on Atlantic. as Is Blue
Magic. Now this one

could be the smooch
single you've been sear chin' for, going under the
banner of Three Ring
Circus. Love Don't You
Go Through No Changes
On Me Is the offering from
Sister Sledge, also on
Atlantic.
This record is one of
four that the record

down a treat last week
when I played it. It was a
top five hit in Holland.
Kool and the Gang are
coming on strong with
Rhyme Tyme People, and

this Stateside band must
break over here soon, but
perhaps this Isn't the one
for them.
Syl Johnson Is being
tipped by one and.all as
being the best thing since

fried buttered sliced

bread, and judging by the
track, Let Yourself Do,

could be on a
he
winner. That's on the
London label.
You may remember a
short note we printed

recently about Sonet

/
(voulez-vous couchez)

Records.
i/

M

'

o

1ewS1/AAAA
o

o

BOBBY WOMACK
company are billing as

T

Disco Picks, and certainly lives up to the titling.
The Jimmy Castor Bunch
must wIn the prize for the
most outrageous title of
the month,' the Bertha
Butt Boogie. Nice one, as
Is Rex Garvin's Sock It
Too 'Em J.B. , and this
could do really well In the
clubs. The trouble Is, that
although the clubs will

s

TAKEN FROM
THEIR ALBUM

TOBE
ELEASED SOON!

react - well, it doesn't
mean the putters will be
willing to spend the

pennies.
The Rex Garvin is a rerelease from 1988. The
last of the Atlantic bunch
is from Hot Ice, and fits
the bill well if you fancy a
good old Boogie Joogie . .

Well.

In true

tradition they've resurrected the Shepherds
Bush Comets to rock
through Amazing Grace.
With the current interest In Sonet via Sylvia,
this Is guaranteed a big
disco playing, and depending on the Radio One

producers, could be a
comet to watch,
Warners, not always
noted for their efforts in
the disco market, have a
new single out from Mike
McGear, which frankly
won't do a thing. Sorry
Mike.
Reminder to Warners ALL THAT beer being
about sending me a brewed in Kent seems to
cracked copy of the Tower be driving everyone mad! of Power single, So Very Sampling some of those
Hard To Go. Pity because pints has been "Barmy
from what I can make out, Steve Haines", a local
it sounds very promising jock.
- And, from the worst Steve has built up quite
record going the rounds, a reputation In the
take a listen to Rosalind Bromley area for the
Clark trying to perform stunts he gets up to. He's
hart - kart to the James done just about every-

It's the hops!

1

Taylor number, Night

thing, including

performed by Carly

ing, riding a horse around
the disco, and acrobatics.
He does all of this while
dressed up In outlandish
glitter clothes and huge

Owl, which was so well

Simon on her No Secrets
album. Boo Boo to
Rosalind.

platform shoes.

He also uses a pair of
glasses which light up,
he sometimes fits
fireworks to them which

-a NEWALBUM on EPIC RECORDS 80566

Sounds dangerous!
In the past, he's ridden
on top of a double-decker
bus, streaked up the mast
of the Cutty Sark, and has
been towed behind the

rowing eight at Putney.

Steve Is, at the moment.
any challenges
which give him a 50/50
chance of survival, so if
open to

you've col any chef.
'lenges, write In to R4/PM,
care of the Disco page.
Preparations are underway for Steve to kick
off on an extensive tour of
the UK, taking In as many

of the colleges and clubs
as possible. He's just

bought another £800 worth
of equipment, so watch
out!

Ronnie Williams on the
Chelsea label Is Dreamn,

and

contender for the' year,
deserves a few radio
plays, and I don't think
anyone will be surprised
to see him In the charts
before too long.
Coming out of Holland
are Spooky and Sue, with.
the old Big Dee Erwin
classic, Swinging On A
Star. This ditty on
Polydor has a great
middle section that went

CALBARRIE STAMPEDE?

and this, his first

ON

fire

blowing, sword swallow-

explode In, his face.

BEFORE CHRISTMAS

In one of our issues, we
included a piece about
Calbarrie, a disco com-

JOHNNY RIVERS

pany from Luton.
Well, so many of you
wrote In to us about the
units they produce, we
thought we would give
you their address.

They

opened a

have

recently

showroom in
Luton at 88, Wellington
Street, and frankly, if you
take the trouble to visit
them direct, you'll get the
equipment quite a bit
cheaper. Their gear la
some of the best on the
snorkel.
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Radio DJ Courses

S

WALLPAR

-(DJ Studios),

CLOSE,

NEWNHAM ROAD, PLYMOUTH
TELEPHONE PLYMOUTH 30494

DISCO -LIGHTS
to EFFECTS
BE4TOUR PRICES
DOUBT IT
Tutor

- WE

P.olec.on E49. Con.ar
e [4T5º
Pluto

Mutr

150

£22.50

IDO

®.

Sea

Corn

Como., end

Pulsar Sound to Light

[E

UM.

Bubble Meon,o., [19,
Cordite.
Priam Rotator*

fit

5v.,.

(16

Who

Effect

[6 30

0

Wheels
our sh w,odn 110L1
ISat T041or
toe brochures

MUSHROOM

le 0.y.. o.mkn
I It Oyler/ Wow

lore. el

41; 01434

TU

TELEX

45623.

In conjunction

with

Redbox disco sounds
Ring 01-888 9755

01-722 8111.

HIRE OUR STUDIOS for

-

verters, bubble

' as

prismrotators, sirens, effect
chines, fuzzlites,

-

as f8 per hour

Available by Roar
le60,i 'mar m,d park,
Light Sound Studio.. 61 South Pared... London
. Mouldman

I

-

London, N15 SNS. 01-800

IS

YOURS RELIABLE?

buy detect front the
rowoolacturer who cent.

ARVAK
See

cieaJ.eds for drool.

COMPLETE

DISCO UNITS

competitive prices
NIOMNAM AUDIO
52 Romford Road
London E15
Telephone: 01.534 4064
at

ROAD SHOW
Mobile Disco, parties,
weddings, dances
GDK

-

Geoff 4520456 anytime.
JOHN RUSSELL DISCO.
Professional Sounds with
light show. 01-4624127.

Wme

-

CAPPER DISCO

-I,,

bracken to
cep.
P/C Board
Also
bole. In ends for
Jack Socket Coble. ere Ideal for
making Sound to Light and Strobes Base Cover
Included, Less Lamps only.

NOW

INMOST
SHOWROOMS

a

ILo.donlltd
MesSan
.n

D.ptRCAPPED

timao...1:0

WE THINK WE ARE

T. J. DISCOS lightshow

TWICE AS BETTER

+ novelties.

- Terry,

01-

en

Inc VAT

b

P

7hn. tlunnel. odng

Type B Lin, ideal lot Arndt
end horn. .rat ena,nme m Complete 0005
Lamp.. Read, wire.

INC VAT

P

WELLINGTON ST.,

b

P Opp

STYLE A

STROBE UNIT

WILD WAX
SHOW
for MI ocea,on
Tel.

01.992 0367
01-674 2892

Ipancy. Slagle
ps. jut plug Irmo

DNLO

£1.50

c0,10104-fnet'sIt

©

Lcomoi

t.

Inc.

VATP b

WATT

Red. Pink.

88

40p.

P

SOUND TO LIGHT

100

now
Are pleased to announce that
price list
available at their brand new showroom. Full
available on request. Equipment hire facilities.
LUTON, BEDS. Tel: 411733

O

£6.50

Using Type B ono. Adjustable
knob control Compete wbh La

790 7512.

CALBARRIE DISCOTHEQUES
this equipment is

r`
-pmt.

n.

d1.0..

`¿G

DISCOTHEQUES, ANY
TIME / ANYWHERE.
01-987 2928/2991.

Barclay Access cards welcome-Open 6 Da ysa week

Potenmom

ors

NothIng
..in over

[20

-

309 EDGWARE ROAD W2 01-723 6963

DISCO, SHOP, SOUND TO LIGHT, STAGE
PHOTO -FLOOD LIGHT FITTINGS

EQUIPMENT

NOW
Electronic Si,,.
IN MOST Hubble Mach.
SHOWROOMS fwdNN

RM S.ai Depampma

call or phone,

U., two

CAPPER DISCO

V

prices! Write

Ti,,tainPr..n,dl

TYPE B 3 -BANK UNIT
Cheap but not nasty

P

and PA al sensible

colour

or4eie phone
INGREBOURNE 49241

\/

Cheap but not nasty

Dept

free

FREEPOST
ROMFORD RM318R

Road, Sutton, Surrey.

car

for

LAB CRAFT LTD.

-

[20

sound for Disco

tempo

mipluc.0ry oil.,''

now

b,ochu,.

monitoring. Hurry
Cosmic
limited stock.
Electronics, 77 Burleigh

oveo

Ughling and

relleclln

Roo,usue

for only 025 (+t1 p+pl.
Complete with cuing and

Nothing

Everylhing in

of the music

DISCOTHEQUE UNITS

-

j

01-550 0520

colouran*and
net

In

-

8,661. MoWr
funl,95,

EALING, LONDON W54RH

tope

ROGER SQUIRE'S (Disco Centre), 178 Junction
Road, London N19.
Telephone 2727474.

Ekn,om, son

lighting equipment

181-183 SOUTH EALING ROAD
.

OWN HOME

EQUIPMENT

Mobile -Disco

Send large SAE for derails o/ all disco &

-Tel. 01.951 1220

Transform

LIGHTING

Access 6 Barclaycard: welcome

UNIT VISUAL disco hemp,
t responds to you ..cards

,

8656,

DISCO

- Isybonds,

EFFECTS IN YOUR

Studios), 01-7228111.

LIGHT SHOW Projectors Disco Equipment
from only f15. Tutor I1250
WQ1 Projectors from only_ DISCO UNITS from only
Many light show £81. Complete 100w disco
C49.
bargains at ROGER system from only f179.
SQUIRE'S (Disco Easy terms available.
Centre). 176 Junction Many disco bargains at

Catalogues sent.
Aarvak Electronics, 96A
(R), West Green Road,

W

HP «rasped

DISCO LIGHTING

Roger Squire's (DJ

3987.

Road. London N19.
Telephone 2727 474.
SOUNDLIGHT CONVERTERS, 13 Channel
1500W [17; 3000W I25; 1
Channel 1000W f9;
STROBES: 1 Joule L21;
4J f27; 153 I4fietc. Call or

ri

-

'

VAT

V21.06
P

7

nbh

-

SAE Lists or

visit showroom, Mush-

room, 38 Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street,
London, Wl. TeL 01 439

little

(practice) or f8 per hour
(recording). Make up
your own jingles or let us
help you with your radio
Tel:
audition tape!

ma-

'woody

-

maroons. etc

split moat wend doubleaa.Celkng Bracket
Hop intensity low mold, relleaa, bulb
Bolt In manlormer 240v or 115v
sturdy moot cnse In Orange/ Black aerates

DJ Studios

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT
PRICES
Effect Projectors, Soundlite Con-

-

SOUND SIN CREDIBLE
IS BACK!!

01-607 6411
NEW COLOUR CHANGER
s a Mbar., Colour C limn

Lighting Equipment

wheels.

Main London agents

SIMMS-WATTS

held weekly at our St
John's Wood Studios.
Don't miss you chance
with Commercial Radio.
Tel: Roger Squire's

.gm -Woos seed Feld....

mbrm.ttoM. Diode cg PAT
0'00001Ell AT SULAMOSS LTD.,

London's leading disco and light show specialists
for AUGUST. PROJECT ,and
equipment. See the amazing
AUGUST 100 watt PA system
f184 Inc. VAT
Large selection of new and s/h discos, amps, cabs,
lighting, microphones, end stands, etc.
All makes and types al equipment serviced. Custombuilt light shows a speciality.
Fantastic stock of stage pyrotechnic effects
smoke,

FOR DETAILS

RADIO DJ COURSES

per so.

For more
TERRY

M.B.C. MUSIC AND ILLUMINATIONS

VAT.

111

on.

Co

176

PERCIVAL

Ian

ode

Junction Road, London
Tel 01-272 7474 Closed Mondays
Late night Wodnesdays Upre
50 yds ruinell Pk -Tube Easy parking

EAMONN

-

r cry

per

1

el PIS

Roger Squire's
Disco Centre
Nle 500

Contact

TAILOR - MADE JINGLES featuring your own

4, te. Wee
new stabile cew.n...Try n rwp4r.... pi
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MARCH 8

HIGH Quality Radio

name puts real sparkle
Into your show. Wide
range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel: Roger Squire's
(DJ Studios), 01-722 8111.

y

PM'

SURVEY

Scotland.

,ti ewe as, Ie rely nett
TAT. l mi. pal 4A+ykT,P+P
b.rtql. Mot dewaerdreq}
w

P.

you've been thinking of staffing your own disco show
now's the time to do it - with a complete FAL system
Irom Roger Squire's. At only C198 50 VAT brand new
it'll pay for itself on next to no time. The Disco features
faders for Gram 1, Gram 2, mic anetape. Built -In
100W amplifier. Monitoring on headphones. System
Includes anti -feedback AKG mic, headphones,
2
SOW speakers, goose neck for mic, all leads
Package deal 0198 50 VAT -le 0214.38
Inc VAT. Easy terms, mail order and
export services available. Vis,t our
showroom to see our lull range
of discos and lighting.
II

8

DISCO

and Discotheque Jingles
7% IPS f4.75. 314 IPS
[3.60. Dolby Cassette
£3.75 + p & p included.
M. M. Studios, 88 St.
Vincent Street. Glasgow,

U.31+P 15p.
TRANSFORMERS
was win Mayhem, n.,.e,1neM,. [1J0 P+P Ile.
Deb

v

R

DJ Jingles

br.
web P.r+1*
FLEXI LIGHTS
l.v Mod.

roed for only £198.50 (*VAT)

THE NEXT

VDT.

MAINS ROCKER SWITCHES
..b...nd .i,k Id.L em ~ow. tAiT.

ywm
T_

Gat e completa Disco Show on the

- 01.858 975.5,

deb

SCREENED LEAD
Rw lay.. erre. Pá kv.

wa Woods.

25

P

£1.00
each. Minimum

2

050 VAT

40p.

La. Lea p
bP
41b.
Chops

LAMPS

SPOT

yellow. Blue WM..

P, oe 250
10 days for

Oar -Only

Lm p.paOmcl VAT Pb

For lmmedvss D,.petch
Send Coon or P.O

P264,

TRAFALGAR SUPPLIES
Dept. NA

ISCO SCEN

-

Standish Street

-

Burnley

-

Lotus
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BY DAVE LONGMAN
rrrrrrr//r/r//////////rrrrr//rr

Like the man

said-

SoundsiflCrédible I
IF YOU'RE looking

to

hire a disco In the Landon
area, Soundslneredible
are a good bet.
They do all manner of
gigs for a very reasonable
price, including bar-

becues, riverboat
discos,

shuffle., charity
and the most important of

rr1

them all, wedding rem,
tines.
Nick lathe boss man for
the company. which also
runs Redbox, a subsldlary company which
has resident jocks in
clubs around London.
At the moment they're
going head over heels
about lighting and the 3110
degree prism lenses. The
lenses rotate, so Instead of
the lighting effect from
-

projector being

the

on one wall
permanently, It means

focussed

that they move all round

the room.
That and strobe lights,
and It lair knocks your
head off!
To get Into the Clubs
where Nick has discos it

SWEET MUSIC
hew single from

SIIOWA''

costl,on aversge,50pence,
and by

n

ADDY

available n6w óñ

BELL 1403

Tony works,for Quadro.
disco, one of the only
Quad disco companies In
the UK. In recent years,
Tony has worked In radio
and television at home
and on the Continent.

L.IV±5.
L

d

;`'

NICK: the men from Soundsincredible

TONY IIADLAND,
one of the runners up in the recent
R+ PM Jingle Competition has written
in from Reading.

Including presenting

.

a

show In Flemish for BRT,

the Belgian television
service.

The show was a British
Rock Special, featuring
Queen, Middle Of The
Road, Geordie, Medicine

S

A

and Reggae Time.
During the last

few

years. he's also been
working for BBC Radio

h

'

DISCO
CHAT

number of discs they Butterfly Discotheques.
carry. but they still
The strange thing about
manage to cram in over Butterfly Is their note
1500. The records aren't
paper. In the top left hand
just soul, but take In corner Is a lepldoptera
anything from a waltz to known as the Herald.
rock and roll.
Unfortunately, the Herald
Tony, who incidentally Is a moth. Anyway, read
Is the home counties
on.
regional officer for the
Butterfly is based In
NADJ, with the rest of the Irvine, Ayrshire, and

Head, Colin Blunstone
and Barry Blue.
Back on the home front,
he's been recording
jingles for the BBC Radio
London shows Pop Shop. Quadrodisco team travels
the whole of southern
The Other Programme,
,

Oxford and Radio Belgium.
Quadrodisco, as Tony
said, Is one of the only
Quad, companies doing
the rounds, and was, In
fact, the first. Due to the
amount Of space that the
speakers and the consol
take upjn the van, they're
rather limited .to the

the sound of It.

It's good value for money.
Most of the radio style
dee jays play soul at the
discos, so If that's your
style of music, try
Red box,

they

cover

halls and

34 ronldent
mobile

dates
England, going from in and around the west
of
Birmingham to Port- Scotland. Each of the
smouth to London.
As with Johnnie Walker, Tony's gigs take In
anything from 300 to 3.000
people. Try and catch
them one night It's well
worth a listen to the Quad
sounds of Dark Side Of
The Moon, Tubular Bells
and Santana 3.
Och aye, all of you
north of East Cheam,
here's news about your
very own disco men,

15

jocks works from either
their own Soul Top 30 or
the Ever Popular Top 30,
and from the looks of
things, the Northern Soul
boom hasn't touched that
far north
Reggae and soul are the
main requirements at the
discos in Scotland according to Butterfly, but there
are certain gigs where the
audience Is quite happy

with the Top

30.

One of the guest jocks

RADIO DISCO

.s

bel

25-28 Old Burlington Street, London W1X 281 Telephone: 01-4394541

....ahr4_l1tiL.,

.,

BBC RADIO Landon, broadcasting on 206 metres In the
medium wave are at present hosting a disco service
each Friday evening on the Pop Shop programme from
10 tW 1. ee am. Working on the programme from now on
will be yours truly, supplying the disco tips and news of
what's happening In London and the home counties.
Other regular features In the programme Include a
full review of all current single releases. Also being
hauled Into the studios are top record company
executives talking about their company prospects and
projects for tlhe,future. You'd better -keep your ears
tuned In!

with Butterfly from lime
to time Is Brian Ford from
Radio Clyde, and In
return several of the
Butterfly people have
guested on his shows-

The oopipany have

been on the road for about

six years altogether,
working In all the big

halls. Door prices here
again range, quite a lot,

bbt Most places you can
get Into for around 50
pence
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DYLAN

ANDY WILLIAMS

GLORIA GAYNOR

PRESLEY:

I.I.YIS

promised

trL l-0873).

There can't be anyone
Cr the age of ten who
has not enjoyed at least
ne of Elvis Presley's
records; whether it he
taea,

giving it that late night
satiny feel that only the
finest "uptown" soul acts

ballads.

soothing

-tole

will thoroughly

Those who prefer the
icing singing in the latter

can hope to achieve. Here

The

already be acquainted

So, If you're
sating calm. relaxing

with.
w

melodies, this album Is a
must.
WH

THE CHI-UTES: (For
God's Sake) Give More
Power To The People
(Brunswick BRIE 3011).
4

lonely Man (Brunsw-

ick BRL43012).
In their Infinite wisdom
Berea haye seen fit to rerelease these two early

(TI-Lltes albums while
the group are currently In
this country. We should
be grateful because they
contain some of the
strongest singles the
group have ever made. If
your money won't spread

first for A
Lonely Man, which
In both,

then go

contains the incredible
The Coldest Days Of My
Life, as well as their other
smash, Oh Girl. The
Power To The People
album with its title track
and Have You Seen, also

fair share et
Eugene Record still
has

Its

beauties, but lead singer

hadn't quite perfected the
delicate techniques of
production that would

distinguish their later
work. It's possible that
with A Lonely Man he
reached a peak that even
now he's only holding on
to. A classic soul album
DH
GLORIA GAYNOR: Hey.

er Can Say

(MGM 7J183í1).

D. H.

RALPH MCTELL:
Streets (W. Bros.

TOM RUSH: Ladles Love
Outlaws (CBS 80282).
Well you've got Jeff
(Dooble Brothers) Baxter; The Memphis Horns;
James Taylor and Carly

K56105).

This is Ralph McTell's

third album

on

the

Warner Brothers label
and Is one of the most
enchanting works he's

.

Simon, all Involved

somewhere or other on
this slickly professional
London begins the album 'folk/country rock album
and the result is a very
and one might assume

ever produced. The
'legendary Streets Of

pleasing laid-back

that this magical song,
loved by many, would be
difficult to follow; but-in
actual fact some of the
more obscure numbers,
though not as mesmeric,
have a kind of haunting
charm all their own

-

particularly the meloncholy Grande Affair,
which Ralph tackles with
a

kind of Marlene

Deltrich wistfulness. All
the compositions are very

versatile

- there arelove

toons, lullabies and

calypso beata and a song
In French, to boot. To
highlight the songs Ralph
has used the creme de la
creme of the music world,
including Jerry Donahue

(lead guitar); Dave Pegg
both ex (bass)

-

Fairport Convention;

Danny Lane (drums);
Rabbit (piano): Lind-

isfarne bassist

Rod
Clements; and hyaline
vocalist Maddy Prior of
Steeleye Span. So overall
Streets Is a flawless piece
of entertainment which
cannot fail to please
everyone; from the
milkman to grandma.
JI

Goodbye

The success of Ms ARETHA FRANKLIN:
Gaynor's single of the With Everything I Feel In
Me ( Atlantic 1(50093).
same name has been
'teponslble for the rush It n'hould be ridiculous
release of this album,
to talk about the
Previously scheduled for - impersonal. feel of an
March. The single was
Aretha album, but that's
one of my favourites of
exactly the Impression
last year, and It's been
you set from into set of
extended to over six
high gloss songs. 'If she
minutes on the first side of
alas deserted her roots for
this LP
sandwiched toe lucrative top night
between two other disco
chub circuit
good luck
numbers: Honey Bee and to her. It's when she
Reach Out, I'll
starts working out on silly
Be There
also both In the six
Burt Bacharach songs
minute length slot. lice You'll Never Get To
There's also no reparaHeaven that you titan to
tion between
wonder why. The arthe three
hands, so marathon rangements are a little
dancers prepare. The too lush maybe but the
second sWe
is more voice still has great
orthodox, five songs of quality and all the right
More usual
length, but people are here like
still keeping the tempo Chuck Rainey and Cornregister on up. She's ell Dupree but in the end
raleo the Disco Queen In
It's n little bit too
slates
and only the
tie
eliglbje for and must be supermarket
that title here title track really works
this album should get
wen. Perhaps It's just
het the necessary
that Aretha has become a
votes.
Smashing.
Ilttle demode for me.
D. IL
SB

-

EMOER R

it works perfectly. Listen
to the amazing Living A
Little, Laughing A Little.

enjoy his Current album.

only dance-ierking
track being Promised
!and The rest of the
elpee bursts with that
inmistakeable voice of
the true king In the record
world. If You Talk In
Your Sleep is perhaps the
"niy other number you'll

SOUNDS

out on the lead vocals.
The melodies roll gently
en with effortless ease

raunchy rock or

deep,

GREA1
DISCO

arranged and conducted
by Thom Bell. It even
includes their hit single
Then Came You with
Dionne Warwick 'helping

Land (RCA

'

-

-

.111.211111111t1101:151111:1:111
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ANDY WILLIAMS: You
Lay So Easy On My Mind
(CBS 80490).
Love seems to be the
name of the game for
Andy on this album, ea
five of the ten tracks have
the word In the title. Some
of the songs are instantly

recognisable:

I Honestly
Love You and the Jim

Croce song

JI

y

DETROIT SPINNERS:
NEW

& IMPROVED
(Atlantic 1150102).

From Detroit to Philadelphia Is quite it ride,
but how glad we should be
that the Spinners made
the trip because this
album is c total
Improvement on cnything
they ever made with
Tamla Motown. The
smooth distinctive her monies make this a killer
Philly album produced,

R

4i

TR

fires burning.

Who
cares? It hardly matters.
Even if he has lost all but
a trace of his former bile
and vitriol, Mister Dylan

shoulder at the rest of the
world. This time round
he's dropped the Band
and gone for the simple
subjective approach. His
voice Is better than ever
and far more emotional
than on Ills last few
outings. The subject of
his writing Is almost
exlusively relationships,
making this an album of
rare Insight and moving
realism. It Is also an
album of great Dylan

>z.

Ii
11

ZA" pøpi
r3

This Is ReggaeMusic

;

P.

TI27941

o-'

Simple Twist Of Fate, and
Jack Of Hearts, are the
sort of songs to fuel the

io

Dylan following for

year. The treatmostly acoustic

S!ON
Moñday

featuring Buddy
steel guitar and
Eric Weissberg and
Deliverance, are subtly
Infectious In the classic
Dylan mould. This is an
honest work of art which
stands comparison with
anything he's ever done.

This

Morning Feeling

P.H.

HOSS 57

SHANGHAI: ' Shanghai
(Warner Bros).
Whatever happened to
Mick Green? Well, after
swashbuckling with Johnny Kldd's Pirates and
globetrotting with Engelbert Ilumperdink, he's
Wick with a new band who
perform some harmless
enough white funk on this
a'bum but, all the same.
don't really seem to lilt
off. Heard It and Hobo
both sound's bit too much
like the Temptations to
really ring tee. There
are come fine vocal
harmonies on Sparks' Of
Time and Dárling Come
To Me, the lead vocal en
the latter being e dead
ringer for Curtis Stay field. The funkier numbers are mainly made up
of repetitive r ills end
catchy choruses, but on
the whole are fairly well
performed. Green really
comes to the tore on keep
The Faith with strange.
bendine notes, and a
great choppy rhythm solo
on If You Can't Uve. A
well - produced,
ell performed album, but
lacking aggression.
EP

7949

.

songs in Ills best
tradition. Idiot Wind,

another
ments,
but also
Cage on

51(0

Al Capone

tervals to keep the home

I'll Have'To still looks over his

tracks that wander In Say I Love You In A
style between very good Song. For the rest,'it's an
Tom Paxton and Hoyt easy listening album,
Axton. Tom Rush's with Andy in fine voice.
vocals have never been Your Mum'll like It.
SB
distinctive enough to
make him over -popular
SWAN: I Can
and unfortunately this BILLY
(Monument MNT
album will change noth- Help
ing but it has found one 80815).
Billy Swan, who's no
convert, and if you give it ugly
duckling, was totally
a chance you could be unknown lit this
country
surprised too.
before he had a lift with
D. H. that dinky three-chortler,
I Can Help. Now he's
ROBIN TROWER: For released an album for us
Earth Below (Chrysalis all to get steamed up
CI0R 1073).
about.
a hot piece of
It's hard to define this boogie, It's
but It won't cause
album. If you define the any orgasms 'cos It's
vocals, bass player purely cute and cheeky
James Dewar is a dead like a high school belle.
ringer for Paul Rodgers. Billy adds a distinctive
The Alethea track even 5o's flavour to his songs
sounds like the Stealer that aren't complex mind when you're 'only half blowers but head shakin',
listening. Or, perhaps, finger ciickln' goodies.
you define it by the album His hit single, I Can Help,
title which sounds like which lends Its name to
some conservation con- the album's due, was
coction from Manfred possibly one of the
Mann. But as Trower is a freshest singles of '74 and
guitar player we should is perhaps the best track
define the album from of all. However, that
that point of view, it'hich doesn't mean the rest of
is easy. Hendrix, pure the content is weedy.
Hendrix. But It's not a There's some fine piano
rip-off. Trower has paid on Shake. Rattle And
his dues with Procol Roll, and on Queen Of
Harem and is now using Clubs there's a nostalgic
his abilities with the axe piece of Bert Weedon-type
to perpetuate the Wood- geetar and tuneful harstock dream, so It Isn't monica, with BWy emonsuch a cheap stunt. In 1ng in a Yankee doodle
fact, if Trower continues drool: "You make me go
beyond the '60/'70 Hen- blue, inn lion / like Fats
drix stage he's reached at used to do." Next, there's
the moment, then we a slow version of
could be in for some Presley's Don't Be Cruel,
reincarnation rock, past incorporating funeral
thé stage where JimI left march drumming, with
off. What a thought
Billy sounding quite like
MT Elvis instead of Ringo
A fine 'n dandy
ROBIN TRONER
album to cruise along to.

r

BOB DYLAN: Blood On
The Tracks (CBS 08097)
So Dylan's no more than a
rich Jewish hippy peddling his albums -at
increasingly frequent In-

CH. SEN
zwI
Everybody Plays
I'

t

T' a Fool
TR7940

1

THE TROJAN SOUND
Everything that's hest in Reggae 'Music

,.As mu,.e, .t.. .{C.C. WO. 11..0'
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February lS
STAN KENTON. Fairfield Halls, Croydon

HAWKWIND, Winter
Gardens, Malvern

JUNIOR HIGH & THE
ROCKETTS, The
Place, Hanley, Stoke on
Trent
GORDON GILTRAP /

McKENZIE COOKE,
Bolton Town Hall

RICHARD DIGANCE,
Dyfed College of Art,
Carmarthen
DAVE. CARTWRIGHT,

Warwick University

MARTIN CARTER,

Rockingham Arms,
Wentworth

CHILLI µI L1 / DR.
FEELGOOD / KOKOMO, Leeds Polytechnic

STACKRIDOE, Newcastle University
SUPERTRAMP, New
Theatre, Oxford
COUNTRY JOE
McDONALD

/ BARRY

MELTON, Carlton,

ACE continue their
British tour this week,

heartened by the news
that they are to headline
their first major London
concert at the end of
March probably at the
New Victoria Theatre.

JIMMY POWELL& THE
DIMENSIONS, Ding wails, Camden Lock,
London NW1

HALFBREED, Middlesex Polytechnic,
Crouch End Hill,

Street, London WC2

London W8
THE TREMELOES, Copdoc Hotel, Ipswich
BLACKFOOT SUE, Now' Ich Memorial Hall

FUSION ORCHESTRA,
Marquee, 00 Wardour

Some facts
about

.

Scott's, 47 Frith Street,
London WI
FBI, Hope & Anchor, 207
Upper Street, London

GONZALEZ, Speakeasy,
48
Margaret Street,
London W1
MEDICINE HEAD, Top
Hat, Spennymoor
SASSAFRAS, Globe Inn,
Bath
KENNY, Tiffany's, Ballroom. Purley
FOUNDATIONS, Concorde Suite, Manchester
GOOD HABIT, Blackpool
Technical College
BEES MAKE HONEY,

támpons
Can any girl use Tampax tampons?
Yes, any girl who's begun to menstruate
can use Tampax tampons safely.
Can the withdrawal cord ever pull
off? Not on a Tampax tampon.
The withdrawal cdrd is chain -stitched
the entire length of the tampon for
extra strength.
What about the container -applicator
-can it be flushed away? Yes, it can
be easily disposed of by flushing. And
it's completely biodegradable.
Ill
nns
so nos
What about menstrual odour?
.o coco
use
form
when
you
can't
Odour
Tampax tampons because they're worn
internally. Internal protection prevents
odour. So deodorants are unnecessary.
Tampax tampons are available in
two absorbencies, Regular and Super.
In standard packets of to or the
money -saving Economy 40's.
ad

no

.

The internal protection more women trust

(11

Q
-I a`

,\p4

f4t

y

..o.. ww

..

Street, London W1
HECTOR, 8th Angela,

Burnley
ZOOT SIMS, Ronnie

Tampax

Trinity University,
Dublin

/ GARY
FARR, City of London
Polytechnic

JESS RODEN
,

JONATHAN KELLY,
Nag's Head, High
Wycombe

TOO HOT TO HANDLE,

Sundown, Charing

Cross Road, London

FROGMORTON, Golden
Lion, 490 Fulham Road,
London SW6

BOB DAVENPORT /
WEBB'S WONDERS,
The Clarion. Park Hill,
London SW14

FRIDAY
February
14

BARCLAY JAMES HAR-

VEST, Aberystwyth
Uolversity
MIKE ABSALOM. City of
Birmingham Polytech-

nic
ALBERTOS, Brunel Unl-

versity, Uxbridge
HAWKWIND, Granada,

East Ham
SUNDANCE, Lancaster
University

RICHARD DIGANCE,
Pembroke Corn.
prehensive

ú

wr.iár ..o,+p

MADE ONLY BY TAMPA% LIMITED. HAVANT HAMPSHIRE

recording a new single
due for release in March.

WALLY. Sussex University
GREEP, Owen's Park
College, Manchester
MAGNA CARTA. Homerton College, Cambridge

HARRY STRUTTERS
HOT RHYTHM ORCHESTRA, Biba's,
Kensington High Street,
London
STAN TRACEY -TRIO,

Architectural Assoc.,
34

Bedford Square,

London WC1

JONATHAN KELLY,

Dingwalls, Camden

Lock, London NW1
HECTOR, Adam & Eve,
Chesterfield

SLACK ALICE, King
Alfred College, Winchester

BRIDGET ST.' JOHN /
GORDON GILTRAP,
Goldsmiths College,
London

-

SHOWADDYWADDY /
WILD ANGELS, Ju-

bilee Halls, Burton on
Trent
ROCK ISLAND LINE,
Hatfield College. Our
ham
SUPERCHARGE, New lands Park College,
Chalfont SL Giles
BUDGIE, Town Hall,
Reading
ZOOT SIMS, Ronnie
Scott's, 47 Frith Street,
'
London W1
FBI, Upstairs at nannies,
47 Frith Street, London
Wl
GONZALEZ, Brunel University, Uxbridge
MEDICINE HEAD, Newcastle Polytechnic

GLOBAL VILLAGE
TRUCKING"COMPANY; North London

Polytechnic, Holloway
Road

BREWERS DROOP,
Kensington, Russell
Gardens, Holland
Road, London W14

JAMES HOGG, Brewery,
Kendall
SASSAFRAS, Hull- College of Commerce

JET MOROAN, Nowhere

Club, Blcester
FOUNDATIONS,

Home-

rton College, Cam-

bridge
KENNY, Harvey's Ballroom, Ross on Wye

MAC & KATIE XIS SOON, Dreámland
Ballroom, Margate
GOOD HABIT, Penthouse, Scarborough
BEES MAKE HONEY,

Brunel University
KILBURN & THE HIGH
ROADS, Lanchester DR. FEELGOOD /_
KOKOMO / CHILLI
Polytechnic, Rugby
WILLI, University of
LEO SAYER, Maxwell
London Ball
Hall, Salford Unlvei
slty
GEORGE MELLY, Sussex University, BrightFebruary 15
on
STACKRIDGE, Glasgow STAN KENTON, Pavilion, Hemel Hempstead
University
SUPERTRAMP, Dome, HAWKWIND, Corn ExBrighton
change, Cambridge
JOHN MARTYN / BARCLAY JAMES HARS.
VEST. Bradford UniMcCULLOCH, East
versity
Anglia University. SWEET SENSATION,
Warwick
Baths Hall, Scunthorpe
ISOTOPE, Red Lion, G.T. MOORE & THE
Leylonstone
REGGAE GUITARS.
GRYPHON. Sussex UniBerkshire College.
versity
Reading

LUCAS

e1/

As well as all this they've
been at Rocklleld Studios

Gryphon are playing
'their first gigs In thin
country since last July.
They're at Taunton As well as their last
County Ballroom (Febru album Midnight Mush
ary 8), Hereford Fln- rumps, they will be
ºmingo 7, Llanelli Olen 8. performing their new

Dublin
WALLY, Corn Exchange,
Bury St. Edmunds
CREEP Hard Rock,
Manchester
RONNIE ROSS 8+1,
Seven Dials, 27 Shelton

HERE

11D
Transatlantic album

ford College of Educa-

Three which la a rock
symphony In four movements. This week you can
see them at Brighton
Sussex University (Feb-

MEDICINE HEAD, Wolverhamplon Polytech-

Red Queen to Gryphon

ruary 7),

University
University
University

nte

JAMES HOGG Brldgend
Y C

Southampton

Exeter

8,

10

don

and Stoke

TUESDAY, Gulliver's,
Liverpool
SASSAFRAS, Harper
Adams Agricultural
College. Newport
WISPER, North Staffs,
Polytechnic

11.

JIMMY POWELL& THE
NEW DIMENSIONS,
The Place, Hanley,
Stoke on Trent
MIKE ABSALOM, College of Education,

TRUE EXPRESSION,
The Village, Newport
er
Pavilion, Lowestoft
FOUNDATIONS, Grena-

djer Club. March.

ARMY, Free Trade

Hall, Manchester
BARCLAY JAMES BARVEST, Oxford Poiytechnie
JOHN JAMES / HENRY
Ball
VVIII,,9heffleHdll
SUPERTRAMP, Guild
Hall, Plymouth
T Y
/
fl
SA
LUC
McCULLOCH, Cam
N

J O

M

.A

R

N

A

-

bridge University
SUNDANCE, Usher Hall,
Edinburgh

GILTRAP /
McKENZIE COOK.
Marquee Club, 90

GORDON

MARTYN /

Cambridge
MAC & KATIE KIBSOON, Bubbles Club.
Carlisle
McGUINNESS FLINT,

GLOBAL VILLAGE

sity
ARGENT, Imperial Col-

MR. GLADSTONE'S

BEES MAKE HONEY,
New University, Ulster
LEE KOSMIN BAND,
Roundhouse, Dagen-

STACKRIDGE, St. 4n drews University
ISOTOPE, Outlook Club,
ncaster
GversilON, Ester Unl-

Sutton Coldfleld

JOHN

L U C A S&
McCULLOCH, Guild
Hall, Portsmouth

TRUCKING COM-

loge, London

PANY, Percy's Boys'

Club, Bath
BAKER -G URVITZ
ARMY, Leeds University
SUNDANCE, Notts Uni-

versity
EDGAR BROUGHTON
BAND, Civic Hall, St.
Albans
ZZEBRA, Barnet College,

Opposite Barnet

Church, London
LINDISFARNE, Nottingham University
GORDON GILTRAP /
McKENZIE COOKE.
Farnborough Technical
College
HUMBLE PIE,
Univer-

Loughborough
sity

RICHARD DIGANCE,
Chatness Hall,
dale

Roch-

GRYPHON, Southampton University

h;

UM -

don W1

BAG, The Angel, High
Road,

Ilford

AY

ALBERTOS y LOST
TRIOS PARANOIAS,
February 16
Dingwalls, Camden
STAN KENTON, Town
Lock,
Landon NW1
Oakengates
Hall,
HAWKWIND, Odeon, LINDA LEWIS, Ronnie
Hammersmith
Scott's, 47 Frith Street,
BARCLAY JAMES BAR-. London Wl (for two
VEST, New Victoria,
weeks)
London
THE TWADDLE. BAND,
SWEET SENSATION,
White Hart, High
Woodville Hall, -GraveStreet, Acton
send
SHAKIN STEVENS &
GRYPHON, Guild Hall,
THE SUNSETS, Tiffs.
Plymouth
ny's. Bristol

GLOBAL VILLAGE
TRUCKING COMPANY, Albemarle
Club, Rom ford
GOOD HABIT, Tithe

I'

w

I

l

l

Civic

Farmhouse, Eastcote February l8
ELEVENTH HOUSE,
Lane, South Harrow
Barbarella'E BlrrningSUN DANCE, Civic

Charities Ball,

LINDISFARNE, Globe BARCLAY JAMES NAR.
VEST, Town Hall`
Theatre,S tor kton
Reading
GORDON GILTRAP /
McKENZIE COOKE, LAMPLIGHT, Old Ash

SUPERTRAMP

Hall, Guildford
SUTHERLAND BROS. &
QUIVER / WET WILL 1E,

Aberystwyth Univer-

Wardour Street,

MICHAEL MOORE. Rae reatlon Hotel. Colches ter

Strathclyde University,
Glasgow
ISOTOPE. London School
of Economics
WALLY, Friars, Aylesbu-

BABE RUTH. Leicester
University
JACK THE LAD, Derby

College of Arts

&

Technology

Centre, Wolverhampton

Canterbury University

CHI-LITES, Bailey's,

Watford (until 16.2.76)
MARTIN CARTER, Salford Uni varsity Union
COUNTRY GAZETTE /
Palace, London

MICHAEL MOORE, The
Talisman, Hitchln
d on
MAGNA CARTA, Brom- STACKRIDGE, Dundee
University
ley Technical College
HARRY STRUTTERS SUPERTRAMP, Colston
Hall, Bristol
HOT RHYTHM ORCHESTRA, Bibas, Ken-' KILBURN & THE HIGHROADS, Torrington, 4
stngton High Street,
Lodge Lane, London
London
N12
TONY KELLY'S EYE,
Dingwalls, Camden M A GN.A CARTA,
Deanwater Folk Club,
Lock, London NW1
Manchester
GROUNDHOGS / HALF
BLACKFOOT
SUE, GoldHUMAN BAND, Charien Diamond, Sutton to
ty Rag Dance. Oldham
Ashfield
College of Technology.
BROTHER LEES, Talk
Rochdale Road, Oldof the Midlands, Derby
ham

FUSION ORCHESTRA,
Crewe College of Educanos

BORDER PLAYERS.
S, U.

,

Park Place,

Cardiff
BUDGIE, Roundhouse,

Dagenham
ZOOT SIMS, Ronnie
Scott's, 47 Frith Street,
London W1

F.B.I., Upstairs
Ronnie's,

47

at

GONZALEZ / BREWERS

DROOP,

Bed-

/
A8 a
LUC
McCULLOCII, Nutting
-

ham University

PANY, Newland., Tay.
ern, 40 Stuart Road,
London S W 1b

BAKER-GURVITZ

ARMY, Pier Pavilion,
Hastings
SUNDANCE, Mdnchester
University
LINDISFARNE, Man cheater University

RICHARD DIGANCE,
University of East
Anglia

GRYPHON,

verslty
KILBURN

Stoke Un1-

THE HIGH
ROADS, Manchester
University
&

COUNTRY

JOE

McDONALD / BARRY
(tint1116.2.75)
MELTON, Municipal
THE McCALMANS, DudHalt Caernarvon
ley College
GEORGE MELLY, Cam- MIKE ABSALOM, Crypt
Folk Club. Wetherby
bridge Hotel. London
Road, Camberley, Sur- JOHNNY MARS & THE
rey

BUDGIE. Greyhound,

Croydon
GONZALEZ, Greyhound,

SUNFLOWER

BOOGIE BAND /

STRIKE A LIGHT. 100
Club, 100 Oxford Street,

London WI
Fulham
THIN LIZZY, Winning F.B.I., Dingwalls, Camden Cock, London NW1
Post. Twickenham
DAVE CARTWRIGHT, FUSION ORCHESTRA,
T. B. A. Cardiff
Cherry Trees, Alcester
RICHARD DIGANCE, MEDIDINE HEAD, Car'
dill University
Gypsy Hill College,
SHAKIN STEVENS &
Kingston
THE SUNSETS, Ly,

ceum, Portsouth

Frith

Street, London WI

Tree, Rainham Road,
Chatham

JOHN MARTYN

STARRY EYED' a GLOBAL VILLAGE,
TRUCKING COMLAUGHING., Victoria

GREEP, Marquee, Lau-

NICKY THOMAS, Clapham Manor Baths,
London S W 4
SLACK ALICE, Lancaster Hall, Cranfield
JOHN PEEL. Birmingham University

ham

February

17

BAKER -OUR

V

I T'L

THE TROGGSm, Locarno
Ballroom, Portsmouth
GOOD HABIT, Bank
Houle, Worcester
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Blue. Gold. Tan o, White, 60p each. Pln on Sparks Badges 25p each 15 different
LUV
El 001. Chrome ID Bracelet - Colour Engraving Ron 4 Russ or Sparks or
Chain, Engraving as above, 60p each Catalogue
Sparks 75p each. Heart Pendant

Tx

,.

A RE

Wodebridge, Cornwall

SPARKS
-

80p.

331'x23". 85o.

1. `eEl

R

- Shin on nepe and
han t.o.t Sole
1.0. 100tell

ít. Evan;

RITCHIE BLACKMONE:

,.

TO ORDER
draw maumd
IIMIh o

Laca..

33'.23"..

a

PIP 304

- 51an4

TO ORDER

LA&
3.

W,

Mond -made to measure

'
CRAZY.. .`?-='
FUN:),

DIY

)a

REAL SUEDE
MOCCASINS

IN REAL
SUEDE

-

NATURAL COLOURED

NATURAL COLOURED LONG

FRINGED MOCCASINS

pl..ea

naafi

enclose
above.)
I

E

...
:

c

eatopw(al

.

(including

PRINT CLEARLY

44/tLIET GLACE

~UM

~go

Poet.. Nola)
S

packk,g

r

pAcad

run
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You wanna knuckle-sandwích?
DUN. LET me tell you right now. you do not mess with
She Na Ns. Like, you do not even )eel that you would
like to mesa with She No Na. Eapeclaly Bowser.
For dose who Is too Ignorant to know, Bowser Is what
we here would describe as a "Big Man on Campus",
ah. that Is BMOC for dose In da know. Now what
happened V dat She Na Na flew late London straight
from Paris in France, and da boys was like real tired
front all da travelling dey had done. And dey did not
want to be dls-tolbed as dey was very tired -like. Butte,
knowing that youse-all wanted to hear some polls of
wisdom from dem, I endeavored to get me an
Interview.
I waited In de hotel lobby. I was mindln' my own
business, like. And then I saws It. I taught It was a
mirage, but I rubbed my eyeballs and it was dere. On
da floor was this shadow.
It looked like da shadow
of da hulk. I swallowed;
like, and tried very hard
to remain clam. Slowly I
looked up from da floor HEY GIRL DON'T BOTHER ME Tams Ahchor.
and I saw a pair of SOUTH AFRICAN MAN Hamilton Bhannon Brunswick.
ginormous feet. Like dos ONE MAN WOMAN/ONE WOMAN MAN Paul Anka
feet looked like two with Odia Coates. United Artists
London taxis and up from DREAMER Supertramp A&M
dere were dese long legs. DOCTOR LOVE Pearls Bell
Suddenly I looked YOU ARE YOU Gilbert O'Sullivan MAM
around me, and like, da TOBY Chl-Iltes Brunswick
lobby was desoited. I Felt I'LL TAKE A MELODY Hues Corporation RCA
a lump in my Croat. I M AN DY Barry Ttanilow Arista
started chewing de end of SUPERG IRL G raham Bonney EMI
my ball point pen
and
swallowing IL I looked at
da ginormous coat, and
petruding (eh. dat means
sticking out) from de neck
was this face. I ain't neva
seen nothtn' so mean.
And aildem teeth man. It
was Ilwas Bowzer.

V
aa
!fi

"

i

t

_W___
a
21C

aa

'I

know, punk?" he asked
lurching towards me.
"Make it quick, or
giveya a knuckle sandwich and a sock right in
da kisser."
"Ah, Mr Bowzer," I
squeeked, "our readers
would like to know
ah. how many limes you
have greased up today."
Bowzer pulled a spike
rat tall comb outta his
back pocket. He ran It
Crew his hair, and then
all
flicked da grease
over my notepad.
"I detolmine at least
four times today. And you
can quote dat" he said.
"Now H I was you, dork,
I'd take a powder, I
wanna hit da sack. "
Andda, wit dat, ah, he
tall, lurched off Inta da
distance. And a, like I
made for da door.
BLANCHE BAGEL.

Sweet

I'

j'

..

}

.

IT'S NICE to discover that in the

music business,

hard that it is at
times, some people
don't set themselves
aloof from everyone
else. Take twelve year - old Ray
Harris from Hackney for instance, he
came across this not
long ago.

Ray Is an avid fan of
Sweet Sensation, so avid
in fact that on more than
one occasion he has rung
up the band just to say
hello, and of course been
to most of their gigs.

2

S

S

4

9

7

8 12

9 0
10 22

LOVE GROWS, Edison Lighthouse
TWO LITTLE BOYS. Rolf Harris
REFLECTIONS OF MY LIFE. Marrs.

lade
LEAVIN' ON A JET PLANE, Peter, Paul
and Mary
COME AND OET IT,Badfinger
WITCH'S PROMISE. Jethro Tull
RUBY DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE TO
TOWN. Kenny Rogers and the Fleet
Edition
I'M A MAN, Chicago
FRIENDS, Arrival
TEM.MA HARBOUR: Mary Hook in Apple

February 1970

7

1983

8

YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN' FEEIJN',
Righteous Brothers
TIRED OF WAITING FOR YOU, Kinks
1 GO NOW, Moody Blues
5 COME TOMORROW, Manfred Mann
2 YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN' FEELIN'.
Cilla Black
12 KEEP SE .A RCHIN', Del Shannon

7

10

8
9
10

4
8

1

2
3

Ain't they

-

1

2

7

-

"Whaddaya wanna

I

8 4
e 10

STAR BREAKERS

w

1970

4

5

?

So knocked out were
Sweet Sensation by this
that the other day they
Invited him up to the
centre of London for a day
out and took him to the
recording studios where
they were working. So
knocked out was Ray by
this that he thought he'd
try to contact his other
great love Carl Douglas.
He phoned up his
manager and asked if he
could have Carl's home
telephone number, but the
manager was unable to
oblige, so Ray said, well
perhaps you can tell Carl
I called and get him to
ring me.
Well Carl did and now
the two are great buddies
-MAN, Tony Jasper travelled to Heathrow
and call each other up MIRROR
airport last week to present a copy of his new book,
every two days or so!
Jesus In A Pop Culture,to David Essex. What Essex Is
It too." Nice plug eh Tony? Now give
saythe

Cultwally.
speaking

3

6

Stateside

7

CAST YOUR FATE TO THE WINDS,

Sounds Orchestral
YEH YEN, Georgia Fame
GIRL DON'T COME, Sandie Shaw
TERRY, Twinkle

e February 1985

1980
I

2
3
4

5
8
7
8

9

I WHY, Anthony Newley
2 A VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS,

Cliff

Richard

STARRY EYED, Michael Holliday
4 WAY
DOWN YONDER IN NEW
-ORLEANS, Freddie Cannon
8 POOR ME, Adam Faith
5 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER. Guy
Mitchell
9 PRETTY BLUE EYES, Craig Douglas
20 SLOW BOAT TO CHITS A, Emile Ford Pye
7 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THOSE
EYES AT ME FOR, Emile Ford
S

10 14

BEYOND THE SEA,

Bobby Darin

e February 1980

ln:"Iey.

Hamm'
HAVE WE GOT

EXCLUSIVES
FOR YOU!
CARLOS SANTANA
MAGGIE BELL

DEEP PURPLE
GENESIS

moning

`all's

IÍg
chance
a

poet and

songwriter who has
suddenly errupted
into pop reckoning
with an alter -ego

character 'named
Rikki Nadir.

This perpetual sixteen-

year -old who loves
smashing guitars has
already

taken tangible

form and can be found on

Hammlll's latest album

titled Nadir's

ONLY IN

Big

Chance.

It's a strange twist fora
man who's previously

Plus

... PILOT,

been thought of as an
artist of the intelligentsia,
but with typical guile.
Hammitt says: "I do have
several alter egos. Nadir,
a later arrival, Ls my pop
component . . . there's
very much a place for

MELANIE,

STEELEYE SPAN
AND SAILOR
r.

\

GET IT TODAY

him."

The album la full of

contemporary wlerdo
rock sounds and telling
songs In the Bow-

ie'Harper tradition.

It worked for Bowie,

It

worked for Gary, It
worked for Alvin so why
not another manufactured pop hero? The
coming of Nadir, we are
told,

Bat hand.

was saying lo Lorenzo
only this week, you can't
expect to cruise around the
music bis AND understand
what's going on .
.
It's
like those silly poseurs who
wanted to make Vera Lynn

bill she's a goad ,streaker,
and Carole's cat does it in the
bath
how tae we say
BYE BYE? XXX
-

flo ally WHY
eDsolutely
TOTP sod lust

Qua

1:111:!:
nl

AS I

PETER HAMMILL

is

Ss5'

when he arrives here next

i

ends

can' sauce
her love, Sally can't dance

Britain's next EuroIslon

entry, then

of course
someone would suggest Gary
(I've lust passed my driving
test) Glitter, but the coup de
grace goes to the wakey
wakey enfant terrible who
said: "Look at the charts, there's a dhepple here with
two albums. How about

hlm." He was

course
referring to Mike Old
anyway everyone
field knows that Britain no longer
wishes to win the silly
competition it only means
another costly host lob for
sorry to bore
the Reels
you with all that my little
snoogle pussies but It rawly
has been quite a quiet week
apart from hearing how
Pye Press officer Norman
Lewin ran on stage NAKED
at the Chelsea Drag Stare,
there's
little to
report . . mind you, we do
have a sneaking suspicion
that Steve Barley may have
gone to do the proper

All

Duffed

of

-

-

.

.

ery

.

thing

.

.

all we know

is

he

and Yvonne have disappeared together for a few
days before C. Rebel depart
for the States
now
about this Bowie business . . . according to a
source too close for the
man's comfort, we hear he's
had as they say in the pop

press a major disagreement" with Tony
Denim and has said BYE
BYE to mammals .
doubt all will he revealed

THE rumours con-

cerning Elvis Presley's illness and
refusal to be seen by
anyone since Christmas were explained
this week.
.

It was learned that he
had been suffering from
an intestinal blockage
caused by a twist in his
bowel which secreted
poisons which putted up
his body to an enormous
size.

When he entered
hospital In Tennessee his
face was reported to be so
swollen he could barely
see and he had severe
stomach pains.
He Is on a course of
drugs which should see
him released from hospital in a few days and
ready to begin performances by March 18.

THE BIG NOISE
IN HI -Fl MAGAZINES

Before you buy
hi-fi equipment
buy Hi -Fi for Pleasure,
the magazine that
gives sound advice
on equipment
best buys
Hi -Fi for Pleasure
Monthly 30p
-

Hi -Fi for Pleasure, The Adelphi,
John Adam Street, Strand, London WC2
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SINGLES OAI.ORKI
Rob / Phil, 3
Kingsmead Road, South
Onion, Rlrkenbead, Mery
seysllie.

S.A.E.

CRART BUSTERSI

1954. 74,

-

S. A. E. 86/87

Western Road, Hove,
Brighton.

ROCK POP soul singles

-

EXCITING! DIFFER.

F..NT! The best services
for Dating / Penfrl ends or

Personal

Romance or Marriage.
Thousands of members,
all ages, England and
abroad. For tree details
send SAE to
W. F. E.
74 Amhurst Park, London

CONTACTAFRIENO
WAY .dtn
TM

MST

-

.so

Msaad.li
P.r.oy cooY povWN W
eo v.. n,..psovsy.
WerdaYs MMc. .
for,I,ir.d.ryr,,,
~AM d
MUM
:ñ.nwr
of roe..d

N1.

ARE YOU ADVENTUR.

MM.

OUS?

nd

r

ConrcYIrleW. 15 Clabn
1.0nd.nNl5fiAP

to

Gardena

If so, you can

make

Dating (RRM/9), 109
EXCITING! DIFFER. Queens Road, Reading.
ENT! The best services FREE DETAILS of
for Dating / Penfriends or
Romance or Marriage,
Thousands of members,
all ages, England and
abroad. For free details

S.A.E.

send

W.F.E.,

confidential Friendship

Bureau, send under plain
cover.
Write now to
Contact Bureau (RM2),
21 Stall Street, Bath.

-

to

IiTA FRBirliBl

Amhurst

74

Park, London. N16.
GUY

21

seeks

girl for

-

PETER DAWKINS
Happy 21st luv, Elaine.

nEW Fr30rrL c3

o

troductions opposite sex.
Sincere and confidential,
nationwide service. Free
details.
56R, Queens
Road, Buckhurst Hill,
Essex.
MAN MID.- THIRTIES,
many Interests, believes
In male / female lib,
would love to meet a slim,
intelligent girl, perhaps
in the 21-28 age range)
who, like him, feels
children are not essential
to a happy loving married
relationship .- perhaps
even a hindrance.. I'm
into a happy life without
Nand?- We, are You.
Jeremy 7 St- Raphael's

m-5

TT.GCLLE1

of -see ess2

wrltE.m

WORLDWIDE INDIVIDUALLY .selected Pen -

-

II

friends / Marriage
partners. Send SAE Club
International, 26 Woodman Close, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshlre.
JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends. Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. De354p stamp
tails free.
to: Jane Scott, 3/rm
North Street, Quadrant,
Brighton. Sussex. BN1

-

9GJ.

PENFIUENDS at home
and abroad. AU 'ages.
Send SAE for free details
European Friendship
Way, London, NW1O
Society, Burnley.
ONU.
.TEENAGER / PENSend
OPPORTUNITY SEEK- , PALS anywhere.
ERS. Be independent, SAE for -free details,
Send 15p for .big Teenage Club, Falcon
,
prospectus. It's dedue. House, Burnley.
N. W. T., 27
tible.
Stanhope Street, Leven.
Records for Sale
shulme. Manchester.
DISCO SINGLES over 550
Trevor Snary,
offers.
Make new friends!
59. Coltbeck Avenue,
N arborough, Leicester.
.n,....ad.. na, ,
SOUL FOR sale hundreds

-

-

-

,

I

)

-

,

-

,

of sounds going cheap.

- Paddy
Leazes Place,

rRYI !1 .lan..4 ñ11leI.r

.Lm UY. u1'1Ll

I

Lists from

uio_

Vwsaswc

-

Send Sp

-

E2

"DELETED OLDIES"
collection from

1958.1975

-

S.A.E.
Kneeshaw,
19, Whitworth Road,
5P

-

London, 5E25.
P.ASTRI.ASTERS 120,000

available.

S.

A.E.

London, N. W.

24,

-

EX TOP

30

records (1960-

-

Macdee. 11,
Durham CttY.

juke box records.
A. E. lists.
47,

-

Chelmsford Street, Weymouth, Dorset.
SEND FOR MY LISTS
of records, posters, pies
for sale at reasonable
costs or swops basis.
Box 174R.
GOLDEN OLDIES, Import records, S. A. E. 'for
latest lists.
Allstar
Records, 9. Baskerville
Road, Swindon.
ROCK POP soul singles
from 10p. Send large
Sheila ChadwS.A.E.
ick, Grove Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

-

-

-

4,000

+

/

-

2,000

(1956/ 1974)

45s

CASSETTES? Fair

from 7', p. Nearly
titles and all major
stars. Send S. A. E. for
Ilst.
82 Vandyke Street,
Liverpool LBORT.
74)

/

SELLING LPs

- OLDIES
Pop / soul /
/ progres

Gavin
prices paid.
Holme, 2 Skipton Street,
Harrogate.
ALL YOUR unwanted 45s
and LPs purchased. Good
prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be in
good condition. Send SAE
with lists for cash offer)
F. L. Moore Records,
167A Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.

-

London, W4.

re.wr..g

LYRIC WRITERS

re-

quired by recording
company.

-

Details

(sae): Robert Noakes, 30
Road, Bloxwlch,
Staffordshire.
LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
11 St Albans Avenue,
London W4.
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE tree from International Songwriters Association (RM), New
Street, Limerick,
Sneyd

-

HOLLYWOOD COM

1305/R, North Highland,

Hollywood. California.
90028,

USA.

WM.

,d

a..l... JOM.1.ls
MOM'. Gwm
~RP

pnre.e. wd

e rN. en

eM s.ryn Card.a Now ALSO

of

-

WOULD ANY girls (1718) like to write to a lonely
Box No. 175r.
lad (19).

-

-

-

-

The
PAUL SIMON
Biography, big glossy
paperback, packed with
Information and pictures.
Send 67p (includes postage) to : Dept. RM,
Raven Books, 5 -Cases
Street, Llverpooll.
BE A RUBETFER. Send

SAE for details.
Rubettes Fan Club, 8
Dalny Street, Manchester
MI9 3NR.

MEMOREX TAPE
cso - .ec
CM Cl IS
Cron - n so

-Accommodation available. - Phone Mervin
Thomas. -965.

-

A.NI.Ids now Iron

SPIN IT

2991

13

GO-GO DANCERS want.
ed. Beginners considered.
Phone Francis

55.d

M,gn

1M8..Mn Green
London NWIe

e

Parma

l..dnn

NW4

RECORD MIRROR
REQUIRES AN

EXPERIENCED

ADVERTISEMENT
REPRESENTATIVE

408 -

2033.

CONTACT: ALAN DONALDSON
ADV. MANAGER

Free Radio

SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS
1 BEN WELL ROAD
LONDON N7 7AX
01-607 6411

OFFSHORE RECORDINGS. Big list 2 x 5p
stamps. Press (SR),- 15
Clifton Gardens, London,
WANTED, GOOD recording of "Pop went the
Pirates." Details, Box

-

EDITION 34. Free Radio
News Sniplts, 2%p +

- D. Robinson,
Mallow Way, Chatham,

SPELYRRBLAZE
o

22

Kent.

DISCO '

H ALE

xlcU

LIGHiIIIG

Panoramic Projector

o,.,

.., wrdN....0.

MINI SHORTRANOE

MW VFO Transmitters.

a.a,..w dye

Only 15! Guaranteed! Big
Demand! D. Robinson,
22 Mallow Way, Chatham.

-

v..,r..,..r,.,,....

«Cent

OFFSHORE RADIO
recordings pre 1968
wanted.

Cash or exchange from my large
28 Lawton
collection.
Coppice, Church Lawton,
Stoke, Staffs.

u
..

..,4

íB99
M,

-

.

.....ML1 a.alM

Only

I

nan . u...a

w b......,ea
1ra.r.Ml.

aa. ll-M

CO ?II

-

I

.r

order form h advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
insertionls) commencing with the first available issue. I enclose Postal Order/Cheque value
made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

Under the headings:
VACANT,
FAN CLUBS, PENFRIENDS, SITUATIONS
SALE,
RECORDS FOR SALE. INSTRUMENTS FOR
private'
announcements.
and
other
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Pub

work, without equipment
beginners considered.

PHANTOM CALLER. Phone the poodle -

SAE.

Fan Clubs

-

Situations Vacant

printed for Groups, Clubs,
Discos, Promotions, etc.
Also Printing Service.
Stamp for details. Multi Screen, Southill Road,
Chatham, Kent

No. 173R.

CASSIDY PICO. S. A. E.
for detailsRosemary
Farnell. 25, Longmeadow
Road, Knowsley, Present,
Merseyside.

Hen..

-

191%p

Stanhope Avenue. Hon
sforth, Leeds.

Send . A p.nce pon.l
ordeln SCRIPT low RAM
PO ens..e xtng. L.ngle.

Gin WANTED

- "Ray",

1970. O. A. F,,

CLyDEI

N15.

Jay. Send 10p for
catalogue.
Rox, Mill
Lane, Wallasey. Merseyside.
ROCKABIL Y / BLUES
Specialist: Original US
50's labels, 45's and 78's.
Send IRC for the' new
unbelievable coming list
to: Henri Ferrero, 10
Passage Du Petit Parc,
06000 Nice. France.
AMERICAN SOUL, pop,
45s, LPs. English labels,
S.A.E. for
imports.
lists, John Jones, 195
Chippenham Road, Harold Hill, Romford, Essex,
RM38HT.

Complete collection.

A

WIN

TO

VCHANCE
ROGRAMME ON AMMO

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

DO YOU wear size seven
you must be a
shoes

BACK NUMBERS

NEW MUSICAL EX.
PRESSES. Pop papers.

.addacdw. 5n.rnrp.. Mr...
IS. Canoble L../vg CAM*

965.2826.

Wanted
Record and Radio Mirror
wanted for Issues dated
December 8th and December 27th, 1973, and
June 15th and August
10111, 1974. Good prices
Write first to
offered.
Dave Longman, 25 Hejley
Road, London, W12.

C7i+I.

LeC,

~ley,

W'eakland Cose,
Sheffield.

-

Services

Amateur Radio

-

-

AYAILAiIII

15 11014

c

BOXY, MOTT, Ronson,
Elton. LOIn x Rin b/v
tan, ea,
photo(' 50p.

SCRIPT 17

Albans Avenue,

Records wanted, good
Ring 283prices paid.
nights.

0347

Pen Friends

slue. A must for every

Rte SMALLS

St

TAMLA AND Soul

vintage R+R
Dee

11.

For Sale

Publications

PANE needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. FREE details.
Musical Services,

5.

Records Wanted

ELVIS AUCTION, HMV s,
many rare items. S.A.E.
lists
R. Fellows, 10,
Maitland Road, Russells
Hall, Dudley, Worcs.

S.

-

QAWAFrla.n
MARIE In- 34 G.f.117rl3.]SCImmAM

ANNA

Juke.

stamp for lists.
105,
Canrobert Street, London,

LARGE SELECTION, ex

relationship and live
with. Kent boy.
Box
172R.

and ex

exciting new friends. - Southwslk, Middleton,
Write: S. L M. Computer Sussex.

TO

OM

Send large
from 15p.
S.A. E. Shelia Chadwick,
Grove Street, Wilmslow,
Chesh ire.
OLDIES, GOOD melee.
S. A. E. for list. 23
11on.
Benhuret Avenue, Hor.
nchurch, Essex.
STACKS AND STACKS of
singles and albums.
Mr
Large S. A. E. lists.
P. Stevens. 77A Gaisford
Street. Kentish Town,

OLDIES (UN PLAYED)

Songwriting
LYRICS WANTED by
Music Publishing House,

E

for
to cover cost and

6p PER WORD

nstet the headings:
SPECIAL NOTICES, PERSONAL TUITION, RECORDING
and Other trade announcements.
Bp PER WORD
1

1

ALL TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any heading
Sp PER WORD

All words in BOLD FACE type latter first two):
Sp, PER WORD EXTRA

BOX NUMBERS: Allow two words phis 20p service lee.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed e/o
RECORD MIRROR and will be forwarded to advertisers
on the day of recept

AU. RM SMALLS must be strictly pre paid.
F

SEMI -DISPLAY ADVERTISING:
E4.00 per single column inch

-

To: CLASSIFIED AD.

SERIES DISCOUNTS:
5% for 6 -Insertions
7'4% for 13 in.ertlors.
10% toy 26 Insertions.
12 Si % la 52 insertions

n. Nowlin eo .. tip ea a ,.liseyp
t1.1,1.n

S.
P

Me

er.eii.ib

al

a..

DEPT.
RECORD MIRROR
1 BEN WELL ROAD
LONDON N7 7AX
Tel: 01-607 6411

BPM smalil
tor SW
results
i

NAME
ADDRESS

Nee
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